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ABSTRACT

Waste site screening requires knowledge of the actual concentrations of hazardous
materials and rates of flow around and below the site with time. The present approach

to site screening consists primarily of drilling boreholes near contaminated sites and
chemically analyzing the extracted physical samples and processing the data.

The present approach to site screening is expensive and time consuming. The
feasibility of using neural network techniques to reduce the cost of waste site screening
was investigated. Two neural network _,zchniques, gradient descent back propagation and
fully recurrent back propagation were utilized. The networks were trained with data
received from Westinghouse Hanford Corporation. The results indicate that the network
trained with the fully recurrent technique shows satisfactory generalization capability. The
predicted results are close to the results obtained from a mathematical flow prediction
model. It is possible to develop a new tool to predict the waste plume, thus substantially
reducing the number of the bore sites and samplings.

There are a variety of applications for this technique in environmental site screening
and remediation. One of the obvious applications would be for optimum well siting. A
neural network trained from the existing sampling data could be utilized to decide where
would be the best position for the next bore site. Other applications are discussed in the
report.
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SUMMARY

The work described in this report investigated the feasibility of using neural network techniques

to reduce the cost of waste site screening. The successful technique would reduce the number of

boreholes and the sampies analyzed from each borehole to properly screen the waste site. The

analytic tool development described is inexpensive because it makes use of neural network techniques
" that can interpolate rapidly and learn how to analyze data rather than having to be explicitly

programmed.

A neural network is an interconnected collection of units that behave like neurons in the brain.

Each unit receives multiple normalized input signals and generates a single output signal. The output

from each unit is typically connected as other input to other units in the network. The connections

are weighted so that the output of a unit is the weighted sum of the activation signals passed through
a nonlinear threshold function. A subset of the units receives input from external sources, and

another subset of units generates output for the network, so that the entire neural network can be

viewed as a nonlinear mapping between a vector of input activations to a vector or output values.

The connection weights among the units represent the nonlinear mapping function for the

neural network. The weights are determined through training where the weights are incrementally

adjusted over multiple training cycles. Once the neural network is trained, it is capable of recalling

the mapping by feeding the input activation forward through the network to the output. The types

of units, connection topology among the units, propagation of signals through the network and

learning algorithm are defined by the selected neural network paradigm: back propagation and fully

recurrent neural networks. Back propagation is an effective mapping function if the relationship

between the input activation vector and output activation vector is a continuous nonlinear mapping.

The fully recurrent network effectively maps multiple time series sequences at the input to one or

more output sequences at the output.

The neural network approach has two advantages over analytical models. First, the neural

network attempts to capture the large scale behavior of the process and progresses to the fine scale

behavior if the information is available. Analytical models are typically constructed from the bottom

up extending the micro model in steps to a macro model description of the site. The second

advantage is that once a neural network has successfully been applied at one site, the same process

can be used to screen other sites. The neural network approach is adaptable and can be tuned to

a specific site.

Applying fully recurreqt neural network to site data is promising for a general purpose site

• screening tool. To date, recurrent neural networks have been developed that are able to capture the

dynamics at different depths and radii from the injection site, generalize to different radials, account

for local variations in soil conditions, and are independent of injection time and rate, In its current

configuration, the recurrent network reduces the number of test bore hole sites by extending the

accuracy of predictions over more widely spaced test sites.
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Application of Neural Networks to
Waste Site Screening

1. INTRODUCTION

4

Waste site screening requires knowledge of the actual concentrations of hazardous materials and
rates of flow around and below the site with time. The present approach to site screening consists

- primarily of drilling boreholes near contaminated sites and chemically analyzing the extracted physical
samples and processing the data. In addition, hydraulic and geochemical soil properties are obtained
so that numerical simulation models can be used to interpret and extrapolate the field data.

Drilling and physical sample analyses are expensive. Furthermore, the standard numerical
simulations can also be costly, both in labor and computer time. Current techniques use finite
difference or finite element methods to solve the convective dispersion equations that govern the

transport of hazardous wastes. The highly nonlinear equations associated with the
saturated/unsaturated soils are particularly difficult to solve, requiring significant computer resources
and expertise to obtain a defensible result. Spatial and temporal variations in data describing the
subsurface input parameters place further demands on these simulation calculations.

Collection and processing of the data are required to interpolate between points and times and
to extrapolate to other distant points and future times. The less precise the data processing methods
used the more physical data must be collected to calibrate the numerical model. Conversely, if the
modeling techniques are better, less physical data need to be collected. Thus, there is a trade-off
between the cost of data collection and the cost of development of better numerical model.

The objective of this work is to investigate the feasibility of using neural network techniques to
reduce the cost of waste site screening. A successful technique may lead to an ability to reduce the
number of boreholes and number of samples analyzed from each borehole to properly screen the
waste site. The analytic tool development described here is inexpensive because it makes use of
neural network techniques that can interpolate rapidly and "learn" how to analyze data rather than
having to be explicitly programmed.

In the following sections, data collection and analyses will be described, followed by a section
on different neural network techniques utilized. The results will be presented and compared with
mathematical flow prediction models. Finally, the last section will summarize the research work
performed and make several recommendations for future work.



2. DATA COLLECTION

The first step in data collection was to determine what data were available and evaluate it for
use in the project. A site was selected after a meeting and discussions with Westinghouse Hanford
Company (WHC) scientists. The data are from a site located in the 200 East area of the
Hanford/Purex waste disposal reservation. These data were used by Sisson and Lu tor field
calibrations of their mathematical flow prediction model. 1 Several utility programs were written to
translate the data into convenient computer program format. The list of these programs is given in
Appendix A. -.

A system consisting of a central injection well surrounded by an array of 32 observation wells
was constructed at the site. There were four observation wells in each radial direction with eight
radial positions equally spaced (see Figure 1).

Over the course of 4 months, 11 injections of approximately 4,000 L of water each were made
into the central injection weil. The first 10 injections were made at weekly intervals while the 1lth
injection was made at the I8th week. Moisture measurements were obtained by lowering a
neutron-neutron moisture meter into an observation well to a specified depth and recording a value
in counts/seconds for 15 seconds. This value was then converted into the percentage of water by
volume (moisture concentration). A minimum number of measurements that were sufficient to
capture the extent of the moisture plume were made. Therefore, these measurements were restricted
to the central core of soil immediately surrounding the injection site. This core extends out to a
distance of 5 m radially (at four radial positions, the observation wells are in 2-m increments starting
at 1.m radius. At the other four radial positions, they are in 2-m increments starting at a 2-m radius)
anu from a depth of 3.0 m to 18.0 m vertically (in 0.3-m increments).

Sisson and Lu 1 observed a strong dependence between the initial moisture content and soil
hydraulic properties. For this reason, they used four soil types in their flow prediction modeling. The
hydraulic properties for these soil types were estimated from field and laboratory data obtained at
sites approximately 5 miles from the test site.
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Figure 1. Injection and observation wells layout.



3. ANALYSIS OF DATA

Analyses of the measured data revealed that the flow is not symmetrical. This ce,uld be
attributed to numerous causes, including slanted soil stratification. Looking at the data with respect
to depth, the soil is clearly stratified. This stratification has an effect on the flow of moisture _vithin
the system.

The data are very sparse at further distances from the injection site, and the amplitude of the
moisture plume peak decreases with distance from the injection site. The sparsity of the data is
attributed to the fact that only a minimum number of measurements at further distances were
performed to ensure that the extent of the moisture plume was captured. The following variables
were available for input to the neural network:

• Radial direction

• Radial distance from injection site

• Depth below injection site

• Time since injection start

• Time since injection end

• Moisture level at each point as function of time after injection

• Soil hydraulic properties.
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4. NEURAL NETWORKS TECHNIQUES

A neural network is an interconnected collection of "units" that behave similar to neurons in the

brain. Each unit receives multiple normalized input signals (activations) and generates a single output
signal. The output from each unit is typically connected as inputs to other units in the network. The
connections are weighted so that the output of a unit is the weighted sum of the activation signals
passed through a nonlinear threshold function. A subset of the units receives input from external
sources, and another subset of units generates output for the network, so that the entire neural

- network can be viewed as a nonlinear mapping between a vector of input activations to a vector of
output values.

The connection weights among the units represent the nonlinear mapping function for the
neural network. The weights are determined through a process called training, where the weights
are incrementally adjusted over multiple training cycles. For the supervised k:arning techniques used
in this report, a training cycle consists of applying an input activation vector and propagating the
signals through the network to generate an output value vector. For training, the output vector is
compared to a desired target output vector, and the errors are back propagated through the network
to adjust the weights. This is repeated until the errors at the output are reduced to an arbitrary small
amount.

Once the neural network has been trained, it is capable of recalling the mapping by simply
feeding the input activation forward through the network to the output. The neural network is
capable of generalizing the mapping so that accurate results can be obtained for input patterns on
which it was not specifically trained. In practice, the success of the training and its subsequent
application to a problem depends upon constructing training sets of input and target activation
vectors that are representative of the problem domain being mapped. Often, because the mapping
is nonlinear or the data have not been sufficiently analyzed, the formation of the training sets is more
art than science. However, the application of neural networks to a problem will lead to a better
understanding of the relational properties of the data and appreciation of the holistic character of
the system being observed.

In the case of the waste site screening, the basic physics of migration of "liquid" waste through
soil is known indicating strong correlation among the cells defining the site. Because of the inherent
hazards at the site, the ability to fully instrument the site to support the physical model is difficult at
best. Therefore, the problem addressed by the neural network is to determine whether satisfactory
models of the site can be constructed from a more sparse set of measurements.

• The neural network approach has potentially two advantages over analytical models. First, the
neural network attempts to capture the large scale behavior of the process and progresses to the fine

. scale behavior if the information is available. Analytical models are typically constructed bottom up
extending the micro model (usually linear) in steps to a macro model description of the site. The
second advantage is once a neural network has successfully been applied at one site, the same process
can be used to screen other sites. In other words, the neural network approach is adaptable and can
be "tuned" to a specific site.

The approach for development of a tool suitable for site screening using the neural network
technique is presented in Figure 2. After suitable processing the data set is divided into a training

5
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Figure 2. Neural network algorithm application process.



data set and a validation data set. The neural network is trained by satisfying certain training
measures, as shown in Figure 2. The trained network is then validated with the validation data set.
This validation should satisfy some specific validation measures as indicated in Figure 2. The training
process is refined until the desired validation measures are satisfied.

The types of units, connection topology among the units, propagation of signals through the
" network, and learning algorithm are defined by the selected neural network paradigm. For this report

two different paradigms, back propagation and fully recurrent neural networks, were utilized to
investigate their applicability to waste site screening. Each technique will be briefly discussed below.

4.1 Back Propagation

The back propagation network 2 is an effective mapping function if the relationship between the
input activation vector and output activation vector is a continuous nonlinear mapping. Applying the
network to data indicates the degree of direct correlation between the inout and output vector values.
This methodology was used to evaluate the moisture data collected at the test site. Various networks
were developed using subsets of the data to determine the completeness of the data and its general
application to site screening.

4.2 Fully Recurrent

The fully recurrent network 3 effectively maps multiple time series sequences at the input to one
or more output sequences at the output. The units are fully connected within the network so that
each unit receives the output from ali other units as well as the input activation vector as shown in
Figure 3. To achieve an accurate prediction of moisture content as a sequence over time, the
collection of input and output activation must be strongly correlated and representative of the time
series behavioi (patterns) of the system. The combination of sequences represent a closed set of
processes defining the site. In other words, each sequence can be derived from some continuous
nonlinear combination of the other sequences in the set. The resulting connection weights represent
the correlation strengths or codependencies among the sensor measurements. Since the present data
are sparse, a three-dimensional model, which would be the most useful and accurate model, could not
be trained to any reasonable precision. A two-dimer,._ional model, however, was a good
approximation. The effective moisture values for the two-dimensional model were obtained at each
depth from the surface and distance from the injection site. This reduced the space to two
dimensions, depth and distance from the source.
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5. RESULTS

5.1 Back Propagation

The initial set of networks used only the moisture values in the neighboring cells to predict the
moisture value in the test cell. In this case, the back propagation network is learning how moisture

• content in neighboring cells at time, t, directly maps to the moisture content in the test cell at time
t + 1. This technique assumes that the relationship is independent of time. At any arbitrary time,
t, the neural network should accurately determine the moisture content at time, t + 1, regardless of
the previous moisture history of the neighboring cells or the test cell. The initial networks could
predict moisture at a specific test cell but had difficulty generalizing the learning to other sites using
the same learned network weights. This is understandable, since other measured parameters, such
as soil conductivity, are required to screen a site.

When soil type, related to soil conductivity, was added as a reference input, the back
propagation network was able to generalize the connection weights to other cells not included in the
initial training set. The training set required samples distributed over various soil types, injection
events, and injection times to generate predictions within 10% of actual measurements. These results
indicated that there was significant correlation in the collected data but did not support the objective
of screening a site with reduced data collection. The training required data collected throughout the
site and still required time since last injection as an input.

Time is a problematic measurement in screening a site. Except for controlled experiments, the
injection time and rate of injection are not known. Even in the controlled experiments, the sampling
time between measurements may vary and not be sufficient to capture significant events such as the
peak moisture at a cell or initial start of a rise in moisture content. Through analyses of the back
propagation network performance, time since last injection was used primarily to differentiate periods
of increasing or decreasing moisture. To remove direct dependency on the time, coarse shaping
parameters were introduced. The shaping parameters indicated the direction of the moisture change
over the previous three measurements. These allowed the network to bifurcate the predictions for
rising and falling moisture content and improved accuracy in predicting peak moisture following an
injection.

The best results obtained used a network with input moistures and soil type for each
neighboring cell and three input shaping parameters feeding to five hidden units that resulted in one
prediction output for the moisture content of the test cell as shown in Figure 4. During training, the
average root mean square (RMS) error was 0.78% with a maximum output error of 5%. During
validation recall, the average and maximum errors were 1.1% and 6%, respectively, indicating
acceptable generalization. (This level of accuracy seems to be adequate for site screening.) The size
of the sample was about 700 of which 90% was used for training, and the remaining 10% was used
during validation. These results are well within the requirements of accurate site screening.
However, the primary problem is that the resulting neural network cannot be applied to other sites
and still requires extensive sampling of the new site to adapt it to that site. It does not reduce the
number of core samples that must be collected. The back propagation network process development
is fully described in Appendix B.
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5.2 Fully Recurrent Network

The back propagation network results indicate that the combination of moisture content, soil
characteristics, and previous moisture history are sufficient to describe the dynamics at a site. The
advantage of the fully recurrent network over feed forward networks (such as the buck propagation
network) is that the recurrent network is learning a set of recurrent mapoing equations rather than
direct mapping functions. The fully recurrent network is therefore al',le to incorporate previous
history in the screening of the site. Although the data must be preserted as a time sequence, the
network can generalize over varying sample rates and effectively become independent of specific time
and sample rates to screen the site.

Figure 5 presents the fully recurrent network architecture using the same measurement data
used in developing the back propagation networks. In an array of nine cells, moisture values of
three cells are used as input to predict the moisture values of six cells at different levels. This will
be called the three- to six-setup configuration. Because data were collected more extensively v_ith
depth than with radius from the injection site, the network was set up to predict the moisture content
with depth. The same approach could be used to screen the site radially from the injection point,

reducing the number of bore sites required to screen the site.

The networks were trained with inputs from six different depths (540, 600, 660, 750, 810, and
900 cm) and predicted the moisture content for cells at +30 and +60 cm from the input depth. The
various networks were trained until the total RMS error achieved was 0.5% (-3400 training cycles).

During training the output from the network was replaced by the actual measurement values before
recycling for the next output. This is referred to as forced training. During recall validation
processing, the output from the neural network is recycled (called free recall) so that the network
only receives the initial state for ali cells and the input moisture value for the three input cells for
each subsequent time step. This tests the stability of the network to errors in the output over
extended times.

Figure 6 gives the results of the moisture values for the first output cell at 570 cm depth at the
1 m radial given the moisture values at the 540 cm depth. The network was trained on only the data
in the third injection and validated over ali of the five injections. The total number of data set for
training on the third injection was about 234, which represented 20% of the total data set for five
injections. The figure shows a comparison of the actual measurements, neural network predictions,
and mathematical model predictions for the cell. Figure 7 shows similar results tbr the same depth
but along a different radial from the injection site. As can be seen, the results of the neural network
are comparable to the results of the mathematical model. The degree of agreement indicates that
the neural network is capturing the same dynamics incorporated in the mathematical model. The
ability of the network to predict moisture over multiple injections indicates stability of the network
to output error, which can be credited to the strength of the correlation among the cell
measurements. In fact, predictions remain accurate (1% RMS x 5% maximum error) for the
different cells even when the predominate injection peak is not present (see Figures 8 and 9) at
larger radial distances. The fully recurrent network process development is described in detail in
Appendix C.

11
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Figure5. Fully recurrent network architecture (three to six matrix).
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Figure 8. Actual versus predicted moisture values, radial A, distance 3 m.
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6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The differences between the neural network prediction and actual measurement, referred to as
innovations, represent information not captured by the neural network during training. The
innovations or deviations from modeled behavior can be due to a number of causes including
systematic measurement error, such as under sampling and measurement calibration or bias errors;
particular soil conditions, such as rock stratification or soil moisture conduits; or processes not
observed in the original training samples. Because the neural network has been derived independent
of the mathematical model, the network in this configuration can be used to validate the original data
measurements or suggest novelty from normal learned behavior.

The connection weights for a fully connected recurrent back propagation netwc_k have several
features that differentiate it from normal back propagation. The connection weights represent the
correlation strength or codependency among the input and output measurements. Unlike back
propagation net-,_orks, the weights are well ordered so that the same weights can be derived from
different initial states and even different training data for the same process. Therefore, the weights
represent the combination of the nominal model for the site independent of specific soil conditions
and a local model, which changes the weights to account for conditions specific to the cell
neighborhood being predicted. This suggests that there is a relationship between soil conditions and
the connection weights and that it may be possible to change the weights to adapt the recurrent
network to the new site without extensive training for the new site. This observation is the basis for
a general adaptive tool for waste site screening.

The results of the application of the fully recurrent neural network to site data are promising
for a general purpose site screening tool. To date, recurrent neural networks have been developed
that are able to capture the dynamics at different depths and radii from the injection site; to
generalize to different radials; to account for local variations in soil conditions; and are independent
of injection time and rate. In its current configuration, the recurrent network reduces the number
of test bore sites by extending the accuracy of the predictions over more widely spaced test sites.

17



7. APPLICATIONS

There is a variety of applications of this technique in environmental site screening and
remediation to reduce both the cost of drilling and sampling. Following are some examples that
demonstrate how this technique could be applied to some of the present environmental problems.

7.1 Optimum Well Siting

A major factor in the success or failure of a site characterization and cleanup is the effectiveness
of the well siting and the sampling procedures used. While the need is obvious, the cost entailed in
doing extensive drilling and sampling will be prohibitive and will force the position of seeking the
most information from the fewest samples.

Traditional methods of drilling and sampling are based on classical statistical methodology where
the points are selected randomly in the hope that the contaminated positions will be effectively
characterized by the sampling.

Sampling design can be substantially improved by one of the following methods:

1. A model that takes into account the underlying physical process, such as transport, flow,
reaction, etc. This model-aided sampling approach is an improvement over the more
traditional approaches because it uses a model of the actual process driving the
contaminants to their current and future states. The problem of this method is that it can
also be costly, both in labor and computer time. In addition, the spatial and temporal
variations in data describing the subsurface, flow, and other physical parameters place
further demands on these modelings.

2. A neural network model that could be trained for the existing sampling data obtained from
existing bore sites. This trained network could be used to decide where the next well
should be drilled. The neural network can predict the waste contaminants in locations
near the wells that have already been characterized. The waste level map obtained for this
exercise will determine the optimum location of the next hole to be drilled. Obviously,
there is no need to drill at the locations where there is not any major change of
contaminants with respect to other characterized locations.

7.2 Reduction of Number of Sampling

The results indicate that the fully recurrent network approach has the potential to predict waste
contamination level at certain depth from the waste contamination levels measured at more shallow
depths. The three- to six-setup configuration of fully recurrent network shown in Figure 5 can be
utilized for this purpose. The neural network will be trained from the existing sampling data obtained
from the existing neighboring bore sites. Assuming minor variations in geology of neighboring bore
sites, one could use the trained network and three- to six-setup configuration to predict the waste
contamination levels at ',he next two levels down (if the geology of the two sites are different, it is
possible to change the connection weights of the fully recurrent network to adapt it to the new site
without extensive training for the new site). The new values could be utilized to predict the waste

18



levels at even lower depth, and this process could continue. At some point in the process, the waste
contamination level can be measured at a certain depth to check the accuracy of the predictions.
This process can substantially reduce the number of samplings.

7.3 Reduction of Number of Bore Sites

" The trained network mentioned above could also predict the contamination levels at the next
two bore sites out in the radial direction with the three- to six-setup configuration. These new values
could be used to predict the contamination levels at even larger radii. At some point, the
contamination levels can be measured to check the accuracy of the predictions. This process can
substantially reduce the number of bore sites.

19



8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The present approach to site screening is expensive and time consuming. The feasibility of using
neural network techniques to reduce the cost of waste site screening was investigated. The networks
were trained with data received from WHC. The results indicate that the network trained with the

fully recurrent technique ghow satisfactory generalization capability. The predicted results are close
to results obtained from mathematical flow prediction model, lt is possible to develop a new tool to
predict the waste plume, thus substantially reducing the number of the bore sites and samplings.

Several applications have already been identified for this technique. Optimum well siting would
be an obvious one, where substantial saving could be achieved for a proper site characterization. This
technique is simple, straightforward, and inexpensive. It is recommended that this technique be
applied to one of the environmental sites that has already been characterized to evaluate the validity
of the technique. Once validation results proved to be satisfactory, the technique may then be used
at sites that are present!y being characterized to reduce the cost of screening and characterization
by substantial amour,.t.

20
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Appendix A

Computer Source Programs Listing

, This appendix lists ali the source programs developed during the course of the project to make
appropriate files for various purposes. Figure A-1 shows the flow chart, starting with the raw data
given to Science Applications International Corporation by Westinghouse Hanford Company and
ending with moisture prediction plots.
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Figure A-1. Recurrent net data flow chart.
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TOBINARY.cpp

1
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iostream.h>

#define NUM FILES 32
int main()
{ FILE *pFILE_Input;

• FILE *pFILE_Output;
float afTime[73];
float afMoisture[73 ];
int iRow_loop;
int iLoop;
int i.File_loop;
char sBuffer[128];
char asFile_Pref'Lx[32][12] ---
{ "al .","a3.","a5.","aT.",

"b2.","b4.","b6.","b8.",
"c 1.","c3.","c5.","c7.",
"d2.","d4.","d6.","d8.",
"el .","e3.","e5.","e7.",
|| !| //| It II II II I|

f2. , f4. ,, f6. ,,_. , ,
"gl .","g3.' ,"g5.', 'g7.' ,
"h2.","h4.","h6.","h8."

);
char sOutput File_Name [12];
char slnput_File_Name[ 12];

for (iFile loop -- O;iFile_loop < NUM_FILES;iFile_ioop++)
{ sprinff (slnput_File_Name,"%sdat",asFile Prefix[ iFile_loop]);

sprinff (sOutput_File_Namc,"%sbin",asFilc_Prc fix[iFilc_loopl);
pFILE_Input = fopen (slnput File_Name,"r");
pFILE_Output - fopen (sOutput_Filc_Namc,"wb");

//open the files

for (iRow_loop = 0;iRow_loop < 51;iRow_loop++)
{ for (i.Loop = 0;iLoop < 73;iLoop.+)

{ fscanf (pFILE_Input,"%s",sBu ffcr);
afTime[iLoop] = atof(sBuffer);

} //read in the time stamps
fwrite (at'rime, sizeof (afTime),l ,pFILE_Output);
//output to file

}
fclose (pF-qLE_Input);
fclose (pFILE_Output);

//close the files
}

.-

}
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MR3to6RT.c 1

Jeff Hihon
-Thisfilereadsinfromtheraw

dataofradiusA startingatImeterandproduces
adatafileforcrcnetforanetworkofthe
configuration:

ABCT
123
456

T- time
letter= input
nurnbcrs=output

-Inthethisversiontherainandmax arcassumed
rain = 3.02
max = 30.1I0001
Theabovevaluesaretherainandmax for:
A

1,3,&5
depths 300cm- 1800cre
injections I- 5

#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<string.h>
#include"RDGLib.h"

#define NUMDATA 9
#define ARRAYSIZE 500
#define NUMOUTPUTS 6

- This routine gets the raw data and its
corresponding time.

void
getrawdata (rawdata, timedata, sizeraw, the,depth)
float **rawdata;
float **timcdata;
int *sizeraw;
hat the,depth;
{

FR.E *imf'fleI;
FILE *infile3;
FILE*infde5;

int index1, first_inj, last_inj;
fn'st_inj= I;
last_inj = 5;

infilel = fopenCal.dat","rt");
if (infilel == NULL)

exit(-1);
infile3 = fopenCa3.dat", "rt");
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if(infde3---_NULL)
exit(-I);

infile5- fopenCa.5.dat","rr");
if(infile5---=NULL)

exit(-1);

for(indexl=0;indexl<NUMDATA; index1++){
• sizeraw[indexI]= readRawDataW'Fill(infileI,rawdata[indexI],

_ timedata[indexl],thedepth,

first_inj,last_inj);
indexI++;

sizeraw[indexI]= readRawDataWFill(infde3,rawdata[indexi],

timedata[indexl],the,depth,

first_inj,last_inj);
indexI++;

sizeraw[index 1] = readRawDataWFill (infile5, rawdata[index 1],

timedata[indexl], thedepth,

fu-st inj, last_inj);
thedepth += 30;

}

fclose(inf'flel);
fclose(inffle3);
fclose(inflleS);

}

- This routine combines ali the possible times
and then interpolates data for those points
that do no have data at new times

void
extractdata(rawdata, timedata, sizeraw, time, sizetime)
float **rawdata;
float **timedata;
inr *sizeraw;
float *time;
inr *sizetime;
{

static float temptime[ARRAYSIZE];
inr tempsize;

inr index1;
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fiUTimes(timcdam[O],sizcraw[O],timcdata[I],sizeraw[I],
temptime, &tempsize);

ftllTimes (timedata[2], sizeraw[2], temptime, tcmpsize,
time, sizetirne);

for (indexl = 0,, indexl < NUMDATA; indexl++)
fillData(rawdata[index 1], timedata[index1], sizeraw[index 1],

time, *sizetime);
}

- This routineconverts first_injand last_inj
into indexes of the fast and last
injectiontimes in the arraytime

- MUST be called befortime is notedor
converted to change in time.

void
getinjectionindex(time,sizetime, f'u'st_inj,last_inj)
float *time;
int sizetime;
int *f_t_inj;
int *last_inj;
{

int temp 1,temp2, index1;

tempi = temp2 =-1;
getRawlnjectionTime(first_inj, last_inj);

for (index 1 -'-0; index 1 <-- sizetime; index1++) {
if ((time[indexl ] >= *first_inj) && (templ =- -1))

temp1 = index1;
if ((time[indexl] > *last_inj) && (indexl > 0) &&

(temp2 == -1))
temp2 = index 1- 1;

}

if (temp2 .==-1)
temp2 = sizetime - 1;

if (temp 1 =- -1)
temp1 = temp2;

*ftrst_inj = temp 1;
*last_inj = temp2;

}

- This routine normalizesthe data
between -0.5 to +0.5.

void
normdata(rawdata,time, arraysize)
float **rawdata;
float*time;
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inr arraysize;
{

float rain, max;

rain = 3.02;
max = 30.110001;

nomaAllData (rawdata, NUMDATA, arraysize, rain, max);

n'fin= max -- time[0];

getMinMax (time, arraysize, &rain, &max);
normDataNP5ToPP5(time, arraysize, rain, max);
printf ('_min -- %.6f,,n",rain);
prinff("max = %.6t_n",max);

- This routine takes the data set and reduces it
to only the injection times wanted.

void
converttowantedinj(rawdata, time, sizerime, f'u'st_inj,last_inj)

float **rawdata;
float *time;
int *sizetime;
int f_t_inj;
intlast_inj;
t

hat index1, index2, index3;

*sizetime = last_inj - f'u'st_inj+ 1;

if (first_inj > 0)
for (index1 = 0, index2 = first_inj; index2 <= last_inj;

index 1++, index2++) {

time[index1] = time[index2];
for (index3 --0; index3 < NUMDATA; index3++)

rawdata[index3] [index 1] =
rawdata[index3l[index2];

}

- This routine prints the data out in crcnet
format.

void
outdata (filename, rawdata, time, sizearray)
char*fflename;
float **rawdata;
float*time;
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int sizearray;
I

float *outdata[NUMDATA+ 1];

int index1;

ouzdata[O]=dme; ,,

for (indexl = _ indexl < NUMDATA; indexl++)
outdata[indexl + I] = rawdata[indexl ];

write_crcnet_File(filename, outdata, NUMDATA + 1,
sizearray, NUMOUTPUTS);

]

*****************************************************

*****************************************************

main (argo, argv)
int argc;
char *argv0;
{

float **rawdata, **fimedata;
static int sizeraw[NUMDATA];
static float time[ARRAYSITE];
inr sizetime;

char *f'dename;
int the.depth,first_inj, last_inj;

if (argc != 5) {
printfCknUsage: outfilename ");
prinffCf'trst_inj last_inj depthS");
printfC outfilename => the output for crcnet (rec#n.input)X,n");
printfC first_inj --->the first injection you want data fromkn");
printf(" last_inj -> the last injection you want data fromX,n");
printf(" depth => depth of A_");
printfC A B C-Nn");
printfC 1 2 5kn");
printfC 4 5 6kn");
exit (-1);

}

filename =argv[ 1];
fh'st_inj ---atoi(argv[2]);
last..inj = atoi(argv[3]);
the,depth = atoi(argv[4]);

sizetime = 0;

rawdata --makeArrayOfArrays(NUMDATA, ARRAYSIT_);
timedata - makeArrayOfArrays(NUMDATA, ARR.AYSIZE);
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getrawdata(rawdata, timedata, sizeraw, the.depth);

extractdata (rawdata, time.data,sizeraw, time, &sizetime);

getinjectiortindex(time, sizetime, &first_inj, &last_inj);

. convertToChangelnTirne (time, sizetime);

eonverttowantedinj(rawdata, time, &sizetime, first_inj, last_inj);

normdata (rawdata, time, sizetime);

outdata (f'tlename,rawdata, time, sizetime);

deallocateArrayOfArrays (rawdata, NUMDATA);
deaUocateArrayOfArrays(timedata, NUMDATA);
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MR3to6ST.c
1

Jeff I,_ton
- This file reads in from the raw

data of radius A starting at 1 meter and produces
a data file for c'rcnet for a network of the
configuration:

ABCT
123
456

T-dme
letter ---input
numbers = output

- In the this version the min and max are assumed
rain -- 3.02
max = 30.110001
The above values are the min and max for:
A

1,3,&5
depths 300cm - 1800cm
injections 1 - 5

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "RIXlLib.h"

#define NUMDATA 9
_def'me ARRAYSITF_ 500
#define NUMOUTPUTS 6
#define NUMSOILPROPS 3 /* the number of inputs */

/* that are soil properties */

- This routine gets the raw data and its
corresponding time.

void
getrawdata (rawdata, timedata, sizeraw, thedepth)
float **rawdata;
float **timedata;
int *sizeraw;
int thedepth;
(

FILE *inr'de1;
FILE *inf'de3;
FILE *inftle5;

int index 1, f'wst_inj, last_inj;
f'trst_inj -'- 1;
last_inj = 5;

infil¢l = fopenCal.dat","rt");
ff (infilel == NULL)
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2

exit(-1);
inf'de3 = fopenCa3.daf', "it");
if (infile3 _- NULL)

exit(- I);
infile5 = t0pcnCaS.daf', "rr");
if (infile5 _ NULL)

• exit(-1);

for (indexl = 0; indexl < NUMDATA; indexi ++) {
sizeraw[index 1] = readRawDataWFill (infile I, rawdata[index I ],

timcdata[index I], thcdepth,

first_inj, last..inj);
index1++;

sizeraw[indexl ] = readRawDataWFill (inf'fle3, rawdata[index I],

timcdata[index I ], the,depth,

f'ust inj, last_inj);
index1++;

sizeraw[indexl ] = readRawDataWFiU (infileS, rawdata[indexl],

dmcdata[index I ], the,depth,

first_inj, last inj);
the,depth += 30;

}

fclose (infile I );
fclose(inffle3);
fclose(infileS);

}

- This routine combines all the possible times
and then interpolates data for those points
that do no have data at new times

void
extractdata(rawdata, time,data, sizeraw, time, sizetime)
float **rawdata;
float **timcdata;
inr *sizeraw;
float *time;
inr *sizedme;

static float temptime[ARRAYSIZE];
int tempsize;
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3

inr index 1;

f'fllTimes (timedata[0], sizcraw[0], timedata[ I], sizeraw[ 1],
temptime, &tempsize);

fflITimes (timedata[2], sizeraw[2], temprime, tempsize,
time,sizetime);

for (indexl = & indexl < NUMDATA; indexl++)
fiUData(rawdata[index I ], dme,data[index I ], sizeraw[index I ],

time, *sizetime);
}

- This routine converts first_inj and last_inj
into indexes of the f'u'stand last
injection times in the array time

- MUST b¢ called befor time is noted or
convened to change in time.

void
getinjectionindex(time, sizetime, first_inj, last inj)
float *time;
int sizetime;
int*first_inj;
int*last_inj;
{

int temp I, temp2, index I;

temp I = temp2 = - I;
getRawlnj ecfionTime(first inj, last_inj);

for (indexl =0; indexl <= sizetime; indexl++) {
if ((time[indexl] >= *first_inj) && (tempi _-I))

temp I = index I;
ff ((time[indexl] > *last_inj) && (indexl > 0) &&

(temp2 _ - I))
temp2 = index I - I;

}

ff (temp2 ------ i)
temp2 = sizetime - I;

if (templ _ -I)
temp I = temp2;

*first_inj = temp I;
*last_inj = ttmp2;

}

- This routine normalizes the data
between -0.5 to +0.5.

void
normdata (rawdata, time, arraysize)
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4

float **rawdata;
float*time;
intarraysiz¢;
{

float rain, max;

rain = 3.02;
max = 30.110001;

. normAllDara(rawdam,NUMDATA, arraysize,rain,max);

rain= max = time[0];

getMinMax (time,arraysizv,&min, &max);
nom-d3ataNP5ToPP5(time,arraysize,min, max);
prinff('_min = %.6f_n",rain);
printf("max= %.6f_n",max);

}

- This routine takes the data set and reduces it
to only the injection times wanted.

void
converttowantedinj(rawdata, time, sizetime, f'trst_inj,last_inj)

float **rawdata;
float*time;
int *sizetime;
int first_inj;
hatlast_inj;
{

hatindexl, index2, index3;

*sizetime = last_inj - f'wst_inj+ 1;

if (fh'st_inj > 0)
for (index1 = 0, index2 = first_inj; index2 <= last_inj;

index 1++, index2++) {

time[index1] = time[index2];
for (index3 = 0; index3 < NUMDATA; index3++)

rawdata[index3][index 1] =
rawdata[index3][index2];

}
}

- This routinereturnsthe saturatedhydraulic
conductivity.

float
soilprop (thedepth)
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5

int the,depth;
!

float return_num,
int soiltype;

soiltype = getSoilType(thedepth);

/* the following are normalized between -0.5 and +0.5 */
if ((soiltype --=-I)II (soiltype _ 2))

return num = -0.5;/* 0.02 */

if (soiltype_ 3)
return_num =0.2142857;/* 0.05 */

if (soiltype_ 4)
mturn_num= 0.5;/* 0.062*/

return return_hum;

- This routine adds soil properties to the
data.

- To change the soil properties simply change
this routine and the constant NUMSOILPROPS
to the number of soilproperties being used.

void
getsoilprops (soildata, sizearray, the,depth)
float **soildata;
inr sizearray;
inr thedepth;
[

int indexl;
static float temp[NUMSOILPROPS];

temp[0] = soilprop(thedepth);
temp[l] = soilprop(the, depth+ 30);
temp[2] = soilprop(thedepth + 60);

for (indexl =0; indexl < sizearray; indexl++) {
soildata[0][index I] = temp[0];
soildata[ I ][index I] = temp[ I ];
soildata[2][indexl] = temp[2];

]

]

- This routine prints the data out in crcnet
format.

*****************************************************

void
outdata (fflename, rawdata, time, soildata, sizeaa-ay)
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6

char *filename;
float **rawdata;
float *time;
float **soildata;
inr sizearray;
[

float *outdata[NUMDATA + 1 + NUMSOILPROPS];

int index1;

/* addtime*/
outdata[0]=time;

/* add soil props */
for (index1 = 0; index1 < NUMSOILPROPS; index1++)

outdata[indexl + 1] = soildata[indexl];

/* add moisture data */
for (indexl = 0; index1 < NUMDATA; indexl ++)

outdata[indexl + 1 + NUMSOILPROPS]- rawdata[indexl];

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[-J;
{

float **rawdata, **time,data, **soildata;
static inrsizeraw[NUMDATA];
static float time[ARRAYSIZE];

" int sizctime;

char*filename;
intthcdepth,ftrst_inj,last_inj;

if(argc!=5){
printf('_Usage:outfilename");
printfCf'trst_injlast_injdepth'm"); _Xn""
prinff("outfilename=> theoutputforcrcnet(rec#n.input));
printf('flrst_inj=>thefirstinjectionyouwantdatafromXn");
printf(" last..inj => the last injecuon you want datafromkn");
printf(',', depth => depth of AM");
printf( A B Cre");
printf(" 1 2 3Xn");
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7

printfC 4 5 6"_n");
exit (-1);

}

filename = argv[ 1];
fh'st_inj = atoi(axgv[2]);
last_inj = atoi(argv[3]);
the.depth= atoi(axgv[4]);

sizctime = 0;

rawdata = makeArrayOfArrays(NUMDATA, ARRAYSIgE);
timed,am= makeArrayOfArrays(NUMDATA, ARRAYSIZE);
soildata = makeArrayOfArrays(NUMSOILPROPS, ARRAYSI7_);

getrawdata(rawdata,time.data,sizeraw, thedepth);

extract&ta (raw&ta, time.data,sizeraw, time, &sizetime);

getinjectionindex(time, sizetime, &f'trst_inj,&last_inj);

convertToChangelnTime (time, sizetime);

converttowantedinj(rawdata, time, &sizetime, first inj, last_inj);

norm&ta (rawdata, time, sizetime);

getsoilprops(soildata, sizetime, the,depth);

outdata (filename, rawdata, time, soildata, sizetime);

deallocateArrayOfArrays (rawdata, NUMDATA);
deallocateArrayOfArrays (timedata, NUMDATA);
deallocateArrayOfArrays (soildata, NUMSOILPROPS);

]
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Jeff Hilton
" - This file reads in from the raw

data of radius A starting at 1 meter and produces
a data file for crgnet for a network of the
configuration:

ABCT
123
456

T-time
letter - input
numbers = output

- In the this version the min and max are assumed
min = 3.02
max = 30.110001
The above values are the rain and max for:
A

1,3,&5
depths 300cm- 1800cm
injections 1 - 5

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stctlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "RIX3Lib.h"

#define NUMDATA 9
#define ARRAYS_7Y:_500
#define NUMOUTPUTS 6
#define NUMSOILPROPS 12/* the number of inputs */

/* that are soil properties */

- This routine gets the raw data and its
corresponding time.

void
getrawdata (rawdata, timedata, sizeraw, the.depth)
float **rawdata;
float **timedata;
int *sizeraw;
int thedepth;
{

FILE *inFfle1;
FILE *infile3;

. FILE *infile5;

int index 1, flrst_inj, last_inj;
fn-st..inj= 1;
last_inj - 5;

infilel - fopenCal.dat","rt");
if (infilel _ NULL)
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exit(-1);
infile3 - fol_n("a3.dat", "rf');
if (infile3 _ NULL)

exit(-1);
infile5 = fopenCa.5.daf', "rr");
if (infile5 _ NULL)

exit(-1);

for (indexl = 0; indexl < NUMDATA; indexl ++) {
sizeraw[index1] = readRawDataWFill (inffle1, rawdata[index 1],

timedata[index 1], thedepth,

furst_inj, last_inj);
index 1++;

sizeraw[index1] =readRawDataW'Fill (infile3, rawdata[index1],

timeziata[index1], thedepth,

fu'st_inj, last_inj);
index1++;

sizeraw[index 1] = readRawDataWFill (infile5, rawdata[index 1],

timexiata[index1], the,depth,

f'u"st_inj,last_inj);
thedepth += 30;

]

fclose(inf'flel);
fclose(infile3);
fclose(infileS);

l

- This routine combines all the possible times
and then interpolates data for those points
that do no have data at new times

void
extractdata(rawdata, timedata, sizeraw, time, sizetime)
float **rawdata;
float**timedam;
inr *sizeraw;
float *time;
inr *sizetime;
[

static float temptime[ARRAYSIZE];
inr tempsize;
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int indexl;

RUTimes(timedata[0],sizcmw[0],time.data[I],sizeraw[I],
temptime,&tempsizc);

fiUTimes(timedata[2],sizeraw[2],temptime,tempsize,
time,sizctime);

for(indexl=0;indexl< NUMDATA; indexl++)
fillData(rawdata[indexl],timedata[indexl],sizeraw[indexl],

time,*sizetime);

]

- This routineconvertsftrst_injandlast_inj
into indexesof the f'h"stand last
injectiontimesinthearraytime

-MUST bccalledbcfortimeisnoredor
convertedtochangeintime.

void
gednjectionindex(time,sizetime, f'u'st_inj,last_inj)
float *time;
inr sizetime;
int *first_inj;
int *last_inj;
{

int tempi, temp2, indexl;

temp1 = temp2 = -1;
getRawlnjectionTime(f'trst_inj,last_inj);

for (indexl = 0; indexl <= sizetime; indexl++) {
if ((time[indexl] >= *first_inj) && (temp1 == -1))

temp1= index1;
if ((time[indexl] > *last_inj) && (indexl > 0) &&

(temp2 ==- 1))
temp2 = index1 - 1;

}

if (temp2 _ -1)
temp2 = size_"ne - 1;

if (temp 1 _ -1)
tempi = temp2;

*ftrst_inj = temp1;
*last_inj = temp2;

}

- This routinenormalizesthe data
between -0.5 to +0.5.

void
normdata(rawdam,time, arraysize)
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float **rawdata;
float *time;
inr arraysize;
{

float rain, max;

min = 3.02;
max = 30.110001;

normAUData (rawdata, NUMDATA, arraysize, min, max);

rain=max= time[0];

getMinMax(time,arraysize,&rain,&max);
nonnData.NP5ToPP5(time,arraysize,rn]n,max);
printf('_min = %.6bn",rain);
prinff("max= %.6fW',max);

}

-Thisroutinetakesthedatasetandreducesit

toonlytheinjectiontimeswanted.

void
converttowantedinj(rawdata,time,sizetime,Vn'st_inj,last_inj)

float **rawdata;
float *time;
inr *sizetime;
inrf'_t_inj;
inr last_inj;
{

inr index I, index2, index3;

*sizefira¢ - last_inj - f'_i_inj + I;

if(ftrst_inj> 0)
for(indexl= 0,index2= first_inj;index2<= last_inj;

indexl++,index2++){

time[indexl]= time[index2];
for(index3= 0;index3< NUMDATA; index3+-+)

rawdata[index3] [indexl] =
rawdata[index3][index2];

}
]

jtlli_llllllli_ii**li*_*i_il f"*i*******illllli****t i***i

- This routine returns the saturated hydraulic
conductivity.

void
getsoilprop (tl, t2, t3, t4, thedepth)
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float *t1;
float *t2;
float *t3;
float*t4;
int thedepth;
[

- int soiltype;

soiltypc = getSoilTypc(thedepth);

/* the following arc normalized between -0.5 and +0.5 */
ff (soiltype == I) {

*tl = 0.5;
*t2 = -0.5;
*t3 = -0.5;
*t4 = -0.5;

}
ff (soiltype ==2) {

*tl =-0.5;
*t2 = 0.5;
*t3 =-0.5;
*t4 = -0.5;

)
if (soiltype _ 3) {

*tl =-0.5;
*t2 =-0.5;
*t3 = 0.5;
*t4 = -0.5;

)
ff (soiltype ==4) {

*tl =-0.5;
*t2 = -0.5;
*t3 =-0.5;
*t4 = 0.5;

]

]

- This routine adds soil properties to the
data.

- To change the soil properties simply change
this routine and the constant NUMSOILPROPS
to the number of soilproperties being used.

void
getsoilprops (soildata, sizearray, thedepth)
float **soildata;
int sizcarray; ,,
int thcdepth;
{

int index1, index2;
static float temp[NUMSOILPROPS];
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getsoilprop(&temp[0], &tempi1], &ramp[2], &ramp[3], the,depth);
getsoilprop(&temp[4], &tempi5], &tempi6], &tempi7], thedepth + 30);
getsoilprop(&temp[8], &tempi9], &temp[ 10], &tempi11 ], thedepth + 60);

for (indexl - 0; indcxl < NUMSOILPROPS; indexl++)
for (index2 = 0; index2 < sizearray; index2++)

soildata[index 1][index2] = ramp[index1];

}
/illi***llllllli_i_**ili***i**li*_*_*_*i**ili_ill

- This routine prints the data out in ercnet
format.

void
outdata (f'tlename,rawdata, time, soildata, sizearray)
char *f'tlenamc;
float **rawdata;
float *time;
float **soildata;
int size.array;
{

float *outdata[NUMDATA + 1 + NUMSOILPROPS];

int index1;

/* add time */
outdata[O]=time;

/*addsoilprops*/
for(indcxl= O;indcxl< NUMSOILPROPS; indcxl++)

outdata[indcxI+ I]= soildata[indcxl];

/* add moisture data */
for (indexl =0; indcxl < NUMDATA; indexl++)

outdata[indexl + 1 + NUMSOILPROPS] - rawdata[indexl];

main (argc, argv)
int argc; "
char *argvl];
{

float **rawdata, **timedata, **soildata;
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static hatsizeraw[NUMDATA];
static float time[ARRAYSIZE];
int sizetime;

char *filename;
hat thedepth,first_inj,last_inj;

if(argcl=5){
prinff('NnUsage:outfilename");
printfCfirst_injlast_injdepthS");
printfCoutfilename=> theoutputforcrcnet(rec#n.input)_");
printfCftrst_inj=>thefirstinjectionyouwantdatafromXn");
printfClast_inj=>thelastinjectionyouwantdatafrom_");
printfCdepth=> depthofA_");
prinffCA B C_");
prinffC 1 2 3m");
printf(" 4 5 6'xn");
exit (-1);

}

filename = argv[1];
ftrst_inj = atoi(argv[2]);
last..inj = atoi(argv[3]);
the,depth = atoi(argv[4]);

sizctime = 0;

rawdata = makeArrayOfAn'ays(NUMDATA, ARRAYSIZE);
timed,ata= makeArrayOfArrays(NUMDATA, ARRAYSIZE);
soildata = makeArrayOfArrays(NUMSOILPROPS, ARRAYSIZE);

getrawdata(rawdata, timedata, sizeraw, the.depth);

cxtractdata (rawdata, timedata, sizeraw, time, &sizetime);

gerinjectionindex(time, sizetime, &first_inj, &last_inj);

, convertToChangelnTime (time, sizetime);

converttowantedinj(rawdata, time, &sizetime, flrst_inj, last_inj);

normdata (rawdata, time, sizetime);

getsoilprops(soildata, sizetime, thedepth);

outdata (filename, rawdata, time, soildata, sizetime);

deallocateArrayOfArrays (rawi:lata,NUMDATA);
deaUocateArrayOfArrays(timedata, NUMDATA);
deaUocateArrayOfArrays (soildata, NUMSOILPROPS);

}
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//this program only works for a resolution of 0.05
//this produces 7721 times steps

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <string.h>

#defil+eNUM_FILES 4
#define NUM_DEPTHS 50

void averagemoistures (float afMoisture[73],int iStart_Time,int iNure_Times);

main (int argc, char *argvl-l)
{ FILE *pFILE_Input;

FILE *pFILE Output;

char sProblem_List[ 1281;
char sBuffer[128];
char *psProblem List;

float afRaw_Time[73];
float afMoisture[73];
float fAverage;
float t'Round_ioop;
double flnitial Moisture;
double fFinal_Moisture;
double fChange;

int [File_loop;
inr iGeneric_loop;
int iDepth_loop;
int iTime_loop;
int iNure_Times;
int iProblem Time;
int iFlag;

char aslnput File Name[32] [12]=
{ "a 1.bin","a3.bin","a5.bin","a7.bin",

"b2.bin","b4.bin","b6.bin","b8.bin",
"c 1.bin","c3.bin","c5.bin","c7.bin",
"d2.bin","d4.bin","d6.bin","d8.bin",
"el.bin","e3.bin","e5.bin","e7.bin",
"f2.bin","f4.bin","f6.bin","t"8.bin",
"gl.bin","g3.bin","g5.bin","g7.bin",
"h2.bin","h4.bin","h6.bin","h8.bin"

};
char asOutput_File_Name[32][ 12] =
{ "iara1.05","iara3.05","iara5.05"," iara7.05",

"iarb2.05","iarb4.05","iarb6.05","iarb8.05",
"iarcl.05","iarc3.05","iarc5.05","iarc7.05",
"iard2.05","iard4.05","iard6.05","iard8.05",
"iarel.05","iare3.05","iare5.05","iare7.05",
"iarf2.05","iarf4.05","iarf6.05","iarfS.05",
"iarg 1.05","iarg3.05","iarg5.05" ,"iarg7.05",
"iarh2.05","iarh4.05","iarh6.05","iarhS.05"
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1;

for (iFile loop -- 0;iFile loop < NUM FILES;iFile loop++)
{ tout << "Processing file: " << asInput File Name[iFile loop] << Na';

pFILE Input = fopen(asInput_File Name [iFile_loop],"rb");
pFILE Output ---fopen(asOutput FileName [iFile loop],"w");

fread (afRaw Time, sizeof (afRaw Time),l ,pFILE Input);
//read the time stamps

for(iTime_loop = 0;iTime_loop < 73;iTimc_loop.+)
{ for (fRound_loop = 0;fRound_loop < 386;IRound_loop +-.-0.05)

{ if (fabs(fRouncl_loop - afRaw_Time[iTime_loop]) <- 0.025)
{ afRaw_Time[iTime_loop] = fRound_loop;

fRound_loop -- 386;
}

1
} //round the time stamps

sprintf (sProblem_List,"");
for (iTime_loop ---0;iTime loop < 72;iTime_ioop++)

if ((afRaw_Time[iTime loop] != 0) &&
(afRaw_Time[iTimc_loop] ---=alRaw_Time[iTime_loop+ 1]))

{ sprintf (sBuffer,"%d ",iTime_loop);
strcat (sProblem_List,sBu ffer);
for (iGeneric_loop -- iTime_loop;iGcneric loop < 72;iGeneric loop++)

afRaw_Time[iGeneric_loop] ---afRaw_Time[iGeneric_loop+ 1];
afRaw_Time[72] = 0.0;

1
//remove any overlapping times

iGeneric loop ---0;
for (fRound loop - 0;fRound_loop < 386;fRound_loop += 0.05)

fprintf (pFILE Output,"%.2f ",fRound_loop);
fprintf (pFILE_Output,'Na");
for (iDepth_loop - 0;iDepth_loop < NUM_DEPTHS;iDcpth_Ioop++)
{ cout << " depth......... " << iDcpth_ioop << Na';

fread (afMoisture,sizeof (afMoisture),l ,pFILE_lnput);
//read current depth

for (iTime loop -- 0;iTime_loop < 72;iTime_loop++)
{ if (afMoisttre[iTime_loop] == 100)

{ if (iTime_ioop == 0)
{ for (iGeneric_loop = iTime_loop+l;iGeneric_loop <

73;iGeneric loop++)
if (afMoisture[iGeneric_loop] != 100)
{ afMoisture[iTime_loop] =

afMoisture[iGeneric_loop];
iGeneric loop = 73;

}
1
else

{ fAverage =afMoisture[iTime_loop-l];
iFlag = 0;
for (iGeneric_loop = iTime_loop+l;iGeneric_loop <

73;iGeneric_loop++)
if (afMoisture[iGeneric loop] != 100.0)
{ fAverage += afMoisture[iGeneric_loop];

iGeneric_loop - 73;
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iFlag ---1;

if (iFlag .==1)
afMoisture[iTime_loop] = fAverage/2.0;

else
afMoisture[iTime_loop] "- fAverage;

} //cycle through the depths averaging whereever a non-report is found

psProblem_List - sProblem_List;
sscanf (psProblem_List," %_",sBuffer);
psProblem List +- strlen (sB lffer) + 1;
iProblem Time = atoi(sBuffer);

for (iTime_loop -- 0;iTime loop < 72;iTime_loop++)
{ if (iTime_loop -_ iProblem Time)

{ if (afMoisture[iTime_loop] !- 100.0 && afMoisture[iTime_loop+l] != 100.0)
{ afMoisture[iTime_loop] +- afMoisture[iTime_loop+l];

a_loisture[iTime_loop]/-- 2.0;

else if (afMoisturetiTime_loop] --'=100.0)
afMoisture [iTime_loop] = a_1oisture[iTime_loop+ 1];

for (iGeneric_loop = iTime loop+l;iGeneric_loop <
72;iGeneric loop++)

- afMoisture[iGeneric_loop] -- afMoisture[iGeneric_loop+ 1];
aflVloisture[72]= 100.0;
sscanf (psProblem_List,"%s",sB uffer);
psProblem List += strlen (sBuffer) + 1;
iProblem_Time -- atoi(sBuffer):

for (fRound_loop = 0;fRound_ioop <= afRaw_Time[0];fRound_loop += 0.05)
{ if (afMoisture[0] --'- 100.0)

at'Moisture[0] = 4.0;
fprinff (pFILE_Output,"%.2f ",afMoisture[0]);

for (iTime_loop = 1;iTime_ioop < 73;iTime_loop++)
{ if (afMoisture[iTime loop] != 100.0 && afRaw_Time[iTime loop] != 0.0)

{ flnitial_Moisture ---afMoisture[iTime_loop-1];
fFinal_Moisture ---afMoisture[iTime_loop];
fChange -'-(fFinal_Moisture - flnitial_Moisture) /

((afRaw_Time[iTime_loop] - afRaw_Time[iTime_loop-

1])'20);

for (fRound loop = afRaw_Time[iTime loop-l] + 0.05;
fRound loop < afRaw Time[iTime loop];
fRound loop +-- 0.05)

{ flnitial Moisture += fChange;
fprinff (pFILE Output,"%.2f ",flnitial_Moisture);

}
fprinff (pFILE Output,"%.2f ",afMoisture[iTime loop]);

]
else
{ fRound loop = iTime loop - 1;

iTime loop -- 73;
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J
}
iTime_loop = fRound_loop;
for (fRound_loop = afRaw Time[iTime_loop] + 0.05;

fRound_loop < 386;
fRound_loop += 0.05)
fprinff (pFILE Output,"%.2f ",afMoisture[iTime loop]);

fprinff (pFILE_Output,'Na");

fclose (pFILE_Input);
fclose (pFILE Output);

}
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Jeff Hilton MakeReclto6
- This file readsin from the .05 day interpelated

data of radiusA startingat 1 meter andproduces
a datafile for crcnet for a net workof the
configuration:

A
123
456

letter= input
numbers= output

#include <sutio.h>
#include "RIX3Lib.h"

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char*argvFI;
{

FILE *infflc1, *infflc3, *infilc5, *ouffilc, *ourminmax;
float InAxD 112000];
float OutAx30D 112000];
float OutAx30D3[2000];
float OutAx30D5[2000];
float OutAx60D 112000];
float OurAx60D3[2000];
float OutAx60D5[2000];
int size_of_array;
hat index1, index2;
float max, rain;
int the,depth, ffrst_inj, last_inj;

if (argc!=5){
prinff('_ Usage: outftlename out..minmax..filcname ");
prinffCffrst..inj last..inj depthha");
prinff(" outfilename => the output for crcnet (rec#n.input)ha");
prinffC outminmaxname => ");

prinffCthe minmax file of this data (minmax.#)ha");
prinffC ftrst inj => the lh'st injection you want data fromha");
prinffC last_inj => the last injection you want data from_n");
prinffC depth => depth of AXn");
printfCAU");
printf(" 123Xn");
prinff(" 4 5 6xn");
exit (-1);

}

irffilc1 -- fopcnCiaral.dat", "r");
irffilc3 - fopcnCiara3.dat", "r");
infilc5 = fopcnCiara5.dat", "r");
outfilc = fopcn (argv[ 1], "w");
outminrnax = fopcn (argv[2], "w");

first_inj = atoi(argv[3]);
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last_injffiatoi(argv[4]);
thedepth= atoi(argv[5]);

size_of_array = readADepth(infile I, InAx.DI, the,depth,
first_inj,

tast_inj);
• readADepth (infile I, OutAx30D I, thcdepth + 30, first_inj, last_inj);

readADepth (infile I, OutAx60D I, the,depth + 60, first_inj, last inj);
readAI_pth (inr'fie3,OutAx30D3, thedepth + 30, first_inj, last..inj);

• readADepth (inffle3, OutAx60D3, thedepth + 60, first_inj, last_inj);
readA_pth (inftle5, OutAx30D5, thcdepth + 30, first_inj, last_inj);
rcadADcpth (infile5, OutAx60D5, thedepth + 60, first_inj, last_inj);

rain = InAxD1[0];
max = InAxDl[0];
gctMinMax(InAxDI,size_of_array,&rain,&max);
gctMinMax(OutAx30DI,size_of_array,&rain,&max);
gctMinMax(OutAx30D3,size_of_array,&rnin,&max);
gctMinMax(OutAx30D5,size_of_array,&rain,&max);
gctMinMax(OutAx60Dl,size_of_array,&rain,&max);
gctMinMax(OutAx60D3,size_of_array,&rain,&max);
gctMinMax(OutAx60D5,size_of_array,&rain,&max);

fprinff(outminmax,"%.6f%.6f_n",n'fin,max);

normData0To1(InAxDI,size_of_array,rnin,max);
nomaData0To1(OutAx30DI,size_of_array,rain,max);
normData0Tol(OutAx30D3,size_of_array,rain,max);
normData0To1(OutAx30D5,size_of_array,min,max);
normData0To1(OutAx60DI,size_of_array,min,max);
nonnData0To1(OutAx60D3,size_of_array,rain,max);
nonnData0To1(OutAx60D5,size_of_array,rain,max);

f-prinff(outf'tlc,"%d 1 6_", size_of_array);
for (indcxl = 0; indexl < size_of_array; indcxl ++)

fprintf(outffle, "%.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6fW',
InAxD1[indexl],
OutAx30Dl[indexl],
OutAx30D3[indcx 1],
OutAx30D5[indexl],
OutAx60D 1[index1],
OutAx60D3 [indexl],
OutAx60D5[index1]);

fclosc(infilc1);
fclose(inRlc3);
fclosc(inffic5);
felosc(outfilc);
fclosc(outminmax);

}
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Jeff Hilton MakeRec3to6
- This file reads in from the .05 day interpelated

data of radius A starting at 1 meter and produces
a data file for crcnet for a net work of the
configuration:.

ABC
123
456

letter ffiinput
numbers = output

#include <stdio.h>
#include "RI_Lib.h"

main (argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argvli;
{

FILE *infile1, *inr'de3, *infil¢5, *outfile, *outminmax;
float InAxD 112000];
float InAxD3[2000];
float InAxD5[2000];
float OutAx30D112000];
float OutAx30D3[2000];
float OutAx30D5[2000];
float OutAx60D112000];
float OutAx60D3[2000];
float OutAx60D5[2000];
int size_of_array;
int indexl, index2;
float max, rnin;
int thedepth, f'trst_inj,last...inj;

if (argo t= 6) {
prinff('_ Usage: ourfilenam¢out..minmax_filename ");
prinffCf'wst..injlast_inj depthS");
printfC ourfilename => the output for crcnet (rec#n.input)_");
prinff(" outminmaxname => ");

. prinffCthe minmax file of this data (rninmax.#)_");
printf(',', fwst_inj => the first injection you want data fromhn");
printf(,, last_inj => the last injection you want data from_n");
prinff(,, depth => depth of A_");
prinff(, A B CXn");
printf(', 12 3ha");
prinff(' 4 5 6_");
exit (-1);

}

infilel = fopenCiaral.dat", "r");
infile3 = fopenCiara3.dat", "r");
infile5 = fopenCiara5.dat", "r");
outfile = fopen (argv[ 1], "w");
outminmax = fopen (argv[2], "w");
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first_inj = atoi(argv[3]);
last_inj = atoi(argv[4]);
the,depth -- atoi(argv[5]);

size_of_array = readADepth(infile 1, IrtAxD1, the,depth,
. fwst_inj,

tast..inj);
readADepth (infilel, OutAx30D 1, thedepth + 30, ftrst_inj, last_i.nj);

- readADepth (inftle 1,OutAx60D 1, thedepth + 60, ftrsLinj, last_inj);
readADepth (inffle3, xD3, the,depth, f'u-'st_inj,last..inj);
readAI_pth (inftle3, OutAx30D3, the.depth+ 30, fu"sLinj, last_inj);
readADepth (inffle3, OutAx60D3, thedepth + 60, ftrst_inj, last_inj);
readADepth (infile5, InAxD5, the.depth,f'trst_inj, last_inj);
readADepth (inr'fie5,OutAx30D5, thedepth + 30, first_inj, last_inj);
readADepth (inftle5, OutAx60D5, the.depth+ 60, first_inj, lasLinj);

rain= InAxDt[0];
max= IaAxD1[0];
getMinMax(InAxD 1,size_of_array, &rain, &max);
getMinMax(InAxD3, size_of_array, &rain, &max);
getMinMax(InAxD5, size_of_.array,&rain, &max);
getMinMax(OutAx30D1, size_of_array, &rain, &max);
getMinMax(OutAx30D3, size_of_array, &min, &max);
getMinMax(OutAx30D5, size_of..array, &rain, &max);
getMinMax(OutAx60D 1, size of_array, &min, &max);
getMinMax(OutAx60D3, sizeof__array, &rain, &rna'c);
getMinMax(OutAx60D5, size_of_array, &rain, &max);

f-printf(outminmax, "%.6f %.6fm", min, max);

nomaData0To1flnAxD1, size_of_array, mh-a,max);
normData0Tol (InAxD5, size_of_array, mi.n,max);
nomaData0Tol flnAxD3, size_of_array, min, max);
norrnData0To1(OutAx30D1, size_of_array, nan, max);
nomaData0Tol(OutAx30D3, size_of._array,nan, max);
nomaData0To1(OutAx30D5, size_of..array, rmn, max);
normData0Tol (OutAx60D 1, size_of._array,man,max);
nomaData0To1(OutAx60D3, size_of_array, rmn, max);
normData0To l(OutAx60D5, size. of_array, nan, max);

. f-printf(outf'fle,"%d 3 6_", size_of..array);
for (indexl = 0; index1 < size_of_array; indexl++)

fprintf(outfile, "%.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f
- %.6f_",

InAxD1 [indexl],
InAxD3 [index1],
InAxD5[indexl],
OutAx30D1[index1],

-- OutAx30D3[index 1],
OutAx30D5[index1],
OutAx60D 1[index1],
OutAx60D3[indexl],
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OutAx60D5[indexl]);

fclose(inf'tle1);
fclose(infile3);
fclose(infde5);
fclose(outfile);
fclose(outminmax);

!
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1

Jeff Hilton
- This file roads in from the .05 day int_pelated

data of radius A starting at 1 meter and produces
a data file for ercnet for a net work of the
configuration:

ABC
• 123

456
letter =input

" numbers= output
-IntheB versiontherainandmax arcassumed
min= 3.02
max = 30.110001
Thisistheminandmax for
A
1,3,&5
depths300cm- 1800cm
injections 1 - 5

#include<stdio.h>
#include"RDGLib.h"

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char*argvl'];
{

FILE *infile1, *infile3, *infile5, *outfile;
float InAxD 112000];
float InAxD3[2000];
float InAxD5[2000];
float OutAx30D112000];
float OutAx30D3[2000];
float OutAx30D5[2000];
float OutAx60D112000];
float OutAx60D3[2000];
float OutAx60D5[2000];
int size_of_array;
int indexl, index2;
float max, rain;
inr thedepth, first_inj, last_inj;

if (argo [= 5) {
• prinff("_ Usage: outfilename ");

prinffCfirst_inj last_inj depthS");
prinffC outfilename => the output for crcnet (rec#n.input)_");

" prinff(" first_mj"' => the first injection you want data from_a");,,
prinffC last..inj => the last injection you want data from\n );
prinff(" depth => depth of A_");
prinff(" A B C-_");
printf(" 12 3_");
printf(" 4 5 6_");
exit (-1);

}
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infile I = fopenCiaral.dat", "r");
infile3 = fopenCiara3.dat", "r");
infilc5 = fopenCiaraS.dat", "r");
outfiJ¢ = fopen (argv[ I1,"w");

first_inj = atoi(argv[2]);
last_inj = atoi(argv[3]);
thedepth= atoi(axgv[4]);

size_of_array ffireadADepth(infile1, InAxD 1,the,depth,
f'u-st_inj,1ast inj);

readADepth (inffle1, OutAx30D 1, the.depth+ 30, fu-st_inj,last_inj);
readADepth (infile 1, OutAx60D 1, thedepth + 60, fu-st_inj,last_inj);
readADepth (infile3, InAxD3, the.depth,f'u'st_inj,last_inj);
readADepth (inr'de3,OutAx30D3, the,depth + 30, fi.rst_inj,last_inj);
readADepth (infil¢3, OutAx60D3, thedepth + 60, first_inj, last_inj);
readADepth (infil¢5, InAxDS, thedepth, fh-st_inj, last_inj);
readADepth (infile5, OutAx30D5, thcdepth + 30, first_inj, last_inj);
readADepth (inftleS, OutAx60DS, the.depth+ 60, first_inj, last_inj);

rain = 3.02;
max = 30.110001;

nonnDataNP5ToPP5(InAxD 1, size_of array, min, max);
normDataNPSToPPS(InAxDS, size_of_array, rain, max);
normDataNPSToPPS(InAxD3, size_of_array, rain, max);
normDataNPSToPPS(OutAx30D 1, size_of_array, rain, max);
normData_SToPPS(OutAx30D3, size_of_array, rain, max);
normDamNt:'SToPPS(OutAx30D5,size_of_array, win, max);
nonnDataNPSToPPS(OutAx60D 1, size_of_array, win, max);
normDataNPSToPP5(OutAx60D3, size_of_array, win, max);
nom_ataNPSToPPS(OutAx60D5, size_of_array,win, max);

fprinff(outf'fle,"%d3 6",n",size_of_array);
for (index1 - 0; index1 < size_of_array; index1++)

fprintf(outfile, "%.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f %.6f_",
InAxDl[indexl],
InAxD3[indexl],

. InAxDS[index1],
OutAx30D1[index1],
OutAx30D3[indcxl],
OutAx30D5[index1],
OutAx60D1[index1],
OutAx60D3[indcxl],
OutAx60DS[indcx1]);

,b.

fclose(inf_¢l);
fclose(inf_e3);
fclose(infile5);
fclose(outfile);

]
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Jeff Hilton oio2Tek
- This programtakes files from crcnet with
output formatoption -oiotf and puts it in the
tecplot format.Actually it puts them in preplot
format.

$*i$*$*_**_$$***$*_**_**$*_***$_***_*******$$$*$$**$**/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#include <string.h>#include RIX3Lib.h"

main (argc, argv)
int argc;
char*argv0;
{

float **thedata;
int numinput;
int numoutput;
int numdata;

int output_num;

char *oiotf_fi/ename;
float orgmin = 0.0;
float orgrnax = 1.0;

float *theoutdata[2];

int theoutdatasize = 2;
char *totechfilename;/* must end in .dat */
float timestep = 0.05;
char *title = """9
char *variables -- "Time, Actual, Predicted";
char *tstring = "Actual";

if (argc != 6) [
printf('_n Usage: infflename outfilename rain max I-6_");
prinffC inf'rlename=> from crcnet using oioff option_");
prinff(" ouffilename => should end in .dat for preplot_");
prinffC min => should be original min of dataM");
prinff(" max => should be original max of data_");

printfC 1 2 3M");
• printfC 4 5 6_");

exit (-1);
}

oiotf filename = argv[1];
totechfilename= argv[2];
orgmin = atof(argv[3]);
orgmax = atof(argv[4]);

output_num = atoi(argv[5]);
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re,ad_oiotf_Filc(oioff_ftlcname,&thedata,&numinput,&numoutput,
&numdata,orgmin,orgmax);

/*getthefirstofthetrainingandthefirstoftheoutput*/
thcoutdata[0]=thcdata[numinput+ numoutput+ output_hum-I];
thcoutdata[1]= thcdata[numinput+output:urn-1];

writc_TcchPIot_Filc(totcchfdcnamc,thcoutdata,thcoutdatasizc,
numdata,timcstcp,NULL,

tide,variables,
mu'ing);

dcallocatc_oiotf_Data(thcdata,numinput,numoutput);
}
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Jeff Hilton oio2TekB
- This programconverts the output of crcnet using the

options ..oiotf for output formatting into tecplot
format for the pc. In r_ality it converts to
preplot format.

- The B version assumes a max and a min value

, #include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<string.h>
#include"RIX3Lib.h"

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argvFl;
{

float **thedata;
hatnuminput;
hatnumoutput;
hatnumdata;

intoutput_num;

char*oiotf..fflcname;
floatorg'min=0.0;
floatorgmax= 1.0;

float*theoutdata[2];

hatthcoutdatasizc= 2;
char *totcchfilcnamc;/* must end in .dat */
float timestep = 0.05;
char*title = """
char*variables = "Time, Actual, Predicted";
char *tstring = "Actual";

if(argcl=4){
printf("XnUsage:infilenameoutfilcnamcl-6X,n");
printfCinfilename=> fromcrcnctusingoiotfoptionXn");
printfCoutf'flenarne=> shouldendin.datforpreplot_");

printfC 1 2 3",n");
printfC4 5 6Xn");
exit (-I);

}

oiotf_filename= argv[1];
totechf'dename= argv[2];
orgrnin= 3.02;
orgmax= 30.110001;

output_num= atoi(argv[3]);
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read_oiotf_File (oiotf_f'dename, &the,data, &numinput, &numourput,
&numdata, orgmin, orgmax);

/* get the first of the training, and the ftrst of the output */
theoutdata[O] = thedata[nummput + numou_ut + ourput_num - I];
theou_ata[ I ] --=thedata[numinput + out'pUt_hum = I ];

write_TechPlot_File (totecI'tf'dename, theoutdata, theoutdatasize,
numdata, timestep, NULL, title,

t

variables, tstring);

deallocate_oiotf_Data (the,data, numinput, numoutput);
!
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JeffHilton oio2Tek
- This programtakes files fromcrcnet with
output format option -oioff and puts it in the
te_"plotformat. Actually it puts them in preplot
format.

********************************************************[
¢.

#include <stdio.h>
• #include <stdlib.h>

#include <string.h>
#include "RDGLib.h"

ma_n(argc,argv)
hatargc;
char*argvO;
{

float **thedata;
hatnuminput;
hatnumoutput;
hatnumdata;
int output_hum;

char*oiotf_filename;
float orgmin = 3.02;
float orgmax = 30.110001;
floattimemin;
float timemax;

float *theoutdata[2];

int theoutdatasize :__,
char *totechfilename;/* must end in .dat */
float timestep - 0.05;
char *title -"""t

char *variables ---"Time, Actual, Predicted";
char *tstring = "Actual";

if (argc !=6) {
printf('_ Usage: infilename outfilename timemin timemax 1-6_");
printfC infilename =>from crcnet using oiotf optionkn");
printfC outf'tlename => should end in .dat for preplotXa");
printf(" timemin => should be original min of time dataXa");
printf(" timemax => should be originalmax of time datakn");

prinff(" 1 2 3_a");
printfC 4 5 6_");
exit (-1);

]
J

, oiotf_filename = argv[l ];
totechfilename = argv[2];
timemin -- atof(argv[3]);
timemax = atof(argv[4]);
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output_hum- atoi(argv[5]);

rcad_oiotf_Filc(oiotf_ftlcnarnc,&the,data,&numinput,&numoutput,
&numdata,orgn'fin,orgrnax);

/* unn,-_rrnthe timc data but first rcnorm it to orgmin & orgn'k_ */
nonnDataNPSToPPS(thcdata[0], numdata, orgrnin, orgmax);
unNonnDataNPSToPPS(thedata[0], numdata, timcmin, timcmax);
/* convert time back from change in time */
convcrtFromChangeInTimc (the.data[0],numdata);

/* get the first of the training and the first of the output */
thcoutdata[0] = thcdata[numinput + numoutput + output_num - 1];
thcoutdata[ 1] = thcdata[numinput + output_num - 1];

writc_TcchPlot_File (totcchfilcname, thcoutdata, thcoutdatasizc,
numdata, timcstcp, the,data[0], title,

variables,
tstring);

dcallocatc_oioff_Data(thcdata,numinput,numoutput);
}
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RIX]Lib.h Recurrent net Dam Generator Library
.left Hilton

These routines are put here to transform the data
from the iar file (Interpolated Averaged & Rounded) into
c_-met format.

Thier are a lot of constants in the dam[
Some start at I and some start at 0.

" I tried to keep them inclusive of the max and rain values.

#ifndef RDGLIB_H
#define RIX}LIB_H
#include <stdio.h>

#define MIN_TIME 0 /* Interpolated Averaged & Roundedfor .05 day*/
#clef'mc MAX_TIME 7720/* would be 3860 for iar. 10 day */
#define MIN_WEEK 0
#define MAX_WEEK 139/* would be ??? for iar .10 day */

#define MIN_DE, PTH 300/* 300cm */
#define MAX_DEPTH 1800
#defineDEPTH_INC 30/* depthwas takenat 30 cmincrements*/
#define MIN_DEPTH_NO 0 /* The number of depths */
#define M.,_X_DEPTH_NO 50

#define MIN_INJECTION 1/* There were n injections */
#del'me MAX_INJECTION 52/* 1 a 7 day week for n weeks */

#define DAYSINAWEEK 7 /* Raw data starts at 0 and each injection */
/* lasts a week */

#define RAWDATASIZE 73/* each raw data file has 73 columns */

extem void getlnjectionTh'ne 0;

extexn void getMinMax 0;

exm'n void normData0Tol 0;

extcm void unNormData0To I 0;

• extem void NormDataNP5ToPP5 0;

extem void unNormDataNP5ToPP5 0;

extem int convertToDepthNum 0;

externintreadADepth0;

extemvoidtakeLogOfData0;

extem void read_oioff_File 0;
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extcrnvoiddcallocate_oioff_Data0;

cxtcrnvoidwritc_TcchPlot_Ftlc0;

cxtcrnvoidgctRawInjcctionTimc0;

cxun'nint madRawData0;

cxtern inrrcadRawDataWFill0;

extem void interpData0;

e.xternvoid getAlkMinMax0;

cxtern void nomaAllData 0;

¢xtem void write_ercnet_F'fle 0;

extem float **makeArrayOfArrays0;

¢xtern void deallocateArrayOfArrays0;

extem void fiUTimes 0;

extem void fiUData0;

¢xternvoid convertToChangelnTime 0;

extern void convertFromChangelnTime 0;

extem int getSoilType 0;

#endif
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_*******_** *************************** *************************

RDGLib.c Recto'rent net Data Generator Library
Jeff I-Iflton

These routines are put here to transform the data
from one file format into mother.

They support the following:
• - iar files (Interpolate_ Averaged & RounedM)

generated by either inter05 or interl0.
- crcnet (-oioff output, and input)

" - preplot (tecplot)
- raw hanford data files

(X#.dat; X => A - H; # => { 1,3,5,7 } or {2,4,6,8 ])

THESE LIBRARIES ARE GROWING TOOLS

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "RDGLib.h"

getlnjectionTime (begin, end)
- This routine returns the injections begin and end time.

void
getInjectionTime (begin, end)
inr*begin;
int *end;
{

hattemp;
if (*begin > *end) {

temp = *begin;
*begin = *end;
*end = temp;

}

if ((*begin>= MIN_INJECTION)&& (*end<= MAX_INflECTION)){
*end = (MAX_WEEK + 1) * *end- 1;
if (*begin == 1)

• *begin= 0;
else

*begin = ((MAX_WEEK + 1) * *begin)- MAX_WEEK;

if (*end > MAX_TIME) {
printf('%nRange error => getlnjectionTimeha");
exit(--I);

}
} else {

printfC',,n.Rangeerror=> getInjectionTimeXn");
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exit(-1);
}

]

getMinMax(data,data_length, rain,max)
- This rou_e reid-nsthe max and mm values of the

data
- It assumes that the max and rain are previously set so that

the user may get the max and rain of several arrays.
- Assign max and min before the lh'st time through this

routine.

void
gct._fin_/_x (data, dam_leng_, rain, max)
float*data;
int data_length;
float *rain;
float *max;
{

hat index;
if ((dam _ NULL) && (data_length > 0)) {

prinff ('_NULL pointer error => getMinMax_");
exit(-1);

}

for (index = O;index < data_length; index++) {
if (data[index] < min[O])

rain[OI= data[index];
if (data[index] > max[OI)

max[OI- data[index];
]

normData0Tol (dam, dam_leng_, rain, max)
- norms data to range 0.0 to 1.0 over the entire data set
- assumes mha and max are the min and max over

the entire data set
- to be used with getMinMax

void
normDataOTol (data, data_length, rain, max)
float*data;
int data_length;
float min;
float max;
{

hat index;
float mm;
if ((data _ NULL) && (data length > 0)) {

prinff ("xnNULLpointer error => nonnDataOTolh_");
exit(-1);
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mm =max -rain;
for (index = O;index < dam_length; index++)

data[index] = (data[index] - rain) / mm;
}

unNormData0Tol (data,data_length,rain,max)
- unnormsdata fromrange0.0 to 1.0 over the entiredata set

. - assumes rainand max arethe ro.inandmax used in nomaData0To1

void
unNormData0Tol(data, data_length,minl max)
float*dam;
int data length;
float rain;
float max;
{

int index;
float mm;
if ((data _ NULL) && (data length > 0)) {

printf ('_NULL pointer error => unNormData0To1_");
exit(-1);

]

mm =max - rain;
for (index =0; index < data_length; index++)

data[index]= data[index]* mm + rain;
]

normDataNP5ToPP5 (data,data_length, rain, max)
- norms data to range -0.5 to 0.5 over the entire dataset
- assumes rain andmax arethe rainand max over

the entiredata set
- to be used with getMinMax

void
normData2_5ToPP5 (data,data_length,rain, max)
float *data;
inrdata length;
float rain;
floatmax;

• {
int index;

. float mm;
if ((data --= N_L) && (data_length > 0)) {

printf ('_NULL pointer error => normDataNP5ToPPS_n");
exit(-1);

]

mm=max-min;
for (index = 0; index < data_length; index++)

data[index] = ((data[index] - rain) / mm)- 0.5;
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]

unNormDamNPSToPP5 (data, data_length, min, max)
- unnorms data from range -0.5 to 0.5 over the entire data set
- assumes min and max are the rain and max used in normData0To 1

void
unNormDataNPSToPP5 (data, data_length, rain, max)
float *data;
int data_length;
float rain;
float max;
(

int index;
float mm;
if ((data ---=NULL) && (data_length > 0)i {

printf ("_NULL pointer error => unNormDataNPSToPPS_");
exit(-l);

)

mm =max - min;
for (index = 0; index < data_length; index++)

data[index] = (data[index] + 0.5) * mm + rain;
}

convenToDepthNum
- this routine converts to the depth number from the depth
- if depth_no is already in depth number range it leaves

it assumes it already is a depth number.

int
convertToDepthNum (depth_no)
int depth_no;
{

if ((depth_no < MIN_DEPTH_NO) II(depth_no > MAX_DEPTH_NO)) {
if ((depth_no < MIN_DEPTH) li(depth_no > MAX_DEPTH)) {

pr*nif ('NaDepth out of range => convenToDepthNumM");
exit (-I);°

] else
depth_no = (int) ((depth_no - MIN_DEPTH)/DEPTH_INC);

}
return depth_no;

!

readADepth(theflle, thedata, depthno, injection)
- this function returns thedata filled with data from

iar fries.
- ASSUMES the thefile is open and is an ia.rfile format

generated either by inter0S or inter10 and is in the
same directory
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inr
rcadADcpth(thefile, thedata, depth_no, first_inj, last_inj)
FILE *thefile;
float*thedata;
int depth_no;
hat first_inj;
int last_inj;

• {
hat index l, index2,;
static char ttmp[64];

" if (thefile= _) {
prinff ('%'1Fileis NULL error => readADepthXn");
exit(-1);

}
if (thedam= NULL)(

prinff'('_NULL pointer error=> readADepth_");
exit(-1);

}

depth_no = convertToDepthNum(depth_no);
rcwind(thefilc);

P' move to the proper line in the f'de */
for (indexl = 0; indexl <= depthno; indexl++)

for (index2 = MIN_TIME; index2 <= MAX_TIME; index2++)
fscanf (thefile, "%s", temp);

/* move to the proper piace in the proper line of the file */
getlnjectionTimc(&fh'st_inj, &last_inj);
for (indcxl = 0; indcxl < first_inj; indexl ++)

fscanf(thefile, "%s", temp);

/* get the data */
for (index I = fh'st..inj, index2 = 0; index l <= last_inj;

indexl++, index2++) (
fscanf(thefile, "%3", temp);
thedata[index2] = atof(temp);

]

return (last_inj - first_inj + I);
]

takeLogOfData (the,data, data_length)
" - returns the data tranfomed as log(data)

void
takeLogOfData (the,data, data_length)
float *the,data;
int data_length;

int index;
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if ((thedata -_' NUll) && (data_length > 0)) {
printf ('NnNULLpointer error --->takeLogOfData_");
exit(-1);

}

for (index = 0; index < data length; index-+-+)
thedata[index] = (float)log((double) the,data[index]);

}

unNorm_.oiotf_Data (the,data, array_size, numdata, org..min, org._max)
- this funtion unnorms the data from the oiotf f'de
- it is called by read oiotf Data

void
unNorm_oiotf_Data (thedata, array_size, numdata, org..min, org..max)
float *** the,data;
inr array_size;
hatnumdata;
float org..min;
float org..max;
{

hatindex 1;
for (indexl -- 0; indexl < array_size; indexl++)

unNomaDataNP5ToPP5((*thedata)[indexl ], numdata, org_min, org..max);

}

read_oioff_Header (thef'tle,nurninput, numoutput, numdata)
- this routine reads in the header of the oiotf file

and returns the numinput, numoutput, and numdata
- assumes that the file is open
- it is called by read oiotf Data

void
read_oiotf_Header (thefile, numinput, numoutput, numdata)
FILE *thefile;
hat*numinput;
hat*numoutput;
int *numdata;
[

char tmpstr[128];

fscanf(thefile, "%s", trnpstr);
fscanf(thefile, "%s", tmpstr);
*numinput = atoi(tmpstr);

fscanf(thefile, "%s", tmpstr);
fscanf(thefile, "%s", tmpstr);
*numoutput = atoi(tmpstr);

fscanf(thefile, "%s", trnpstr);
fscanf(thefile, "%s", tmpstr);
*numdata = atoi(tmpstr);
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I

read_oiotf_Data(thef'de,thedata, nurninput,numoutput,numdata)
- this routinegets data fromthe oiotf fie
- assumes that file is open andread_oiotf_headerwas called
- it is called by re.ad_oiotf_Data

- $$_gt,**$$,$,$,gt,$*****_,,$$**gl*****$$,_***$$$********gt****$***$/

void
mad_oiotf_Data (thefile, thedata, nurninput, numoutput, numdata)
FILE *thefile;
float *** thedata;
hatnuminput;
int numoutput;
int numdata;

staticchar tmpstr[6,4]; --
int index1, index2, start, stop;
inr arraysize;
arraysize =2 * numoutput+ numinput;

/* allocate the arrays */
• thedata = (float **) malloc (size.of(float*) * arraysize);
if (*thedata == NULL) {

prinff('_Error allocating *thedata => read oiotf_Data");
exit (-1);

}

for (index1 = 0; index 1 < arraysize; index1++) {
(*thedata)[indexl] = (float *) malloc(sizeof(float) * numdata);
if ((*thedata)[indexl] == NULL) {

prinff('_Error allocating*thedata[%d]", index 1);
pr*ntr("=>read_oiotf_Data");
exit(-1);

J
)

/* get the data */
for (index1 = 0; indexl < numdata; indexl++) {

/* get the input data */
fscanf(thefile, "%s", tmpstr);
for (index2 = 0; index2 < numinput; index2++) {

fscanf(thefile, "%s", tmpstr);
(*thedata)[index2][indexl] = atof(tmpstr);

}

/* get the output data */
start = numinput;
stop = numinput + numoutput;
fscanf(theflle, "%s", tmpstr);
for (inde:_2= start; index2 < stop; index2++) { .,,

fscanf(thefile, "%s", tmpstr);
(*thedata)[index2][indexl] = atof(tmpstr);

}
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/* get the target data */
start = stop;
stop+= numoutput;
fscanf(thcfile, "%s", tmpstr);
for (index2 = start; index2 < stop; index2++) {

fscanf(thcfile, "%s", tmpstr);
(*thedata)[indcx2][indexl ] = atof(tmpstr);

}
l

}

re,ad oioff_Fil¢ (thcf'_cnarne, the,data, numinput, numoutput, numdata,
org..min,org...rnax)

-thisroutinetakesthename ofanoiotffilegenerated
byrcrnctusingthc-oiotfoptionandreturnthe
datainanarrayofarrays.
The arraysareintheform:

[inputarrays..,outputarrays..,targetarrays..]
eachofthesearrayisnumdatalong

-AssumesthatthcdatawiLlbeallocatedhereanddeallocatcdin
dcaUocatc_oiotf_Dataoutsidethisroutine

-oiofffileformatforinputsofl,outputsof5,andtrainsof2
. Numinputs: # Numourputs: # Numtrain: #

input: #
output: # # # # #
target: # # # # #
input: #
output: # # # # #
target: # # # # #

void
read_oioff_Filc (thefilename, thedata, numinput, numoutput, numdata,

org..min, org...max)
char *thefilename;
float ***thcdata;
int *numinput;
int *nurnoutput;
int *numdata;
float org..min;
float org..max;
{

FILE *thefilc;
thefilc = fopen(thcfilenamc, "r");
if (thcfilc == NUIL.) {

printf ("xrtError opening file => rcad_oiotf..FilcXa");
exit(-I);

}

read_oioff'..Hcadcr(thcfilc,numinput,numoutput,numdata);

rcad_oiotf_Data(thcfilc,the.data,*nurrdnput,*numoutput,*numdata);
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unNorm_oioff_Data(thedata, ((*numoutput * 2) + *numinput), *numdata,
org_min,org_max);

fclose(thefile);
}

deallocate_oiotf_Data (thedata,numinputs,numoutputs)
- this routineshould be called afterread_oiotf_file

• m deallocatethedata

void
deall_atc.oiotf_Data (thedata,numinputs,numoutputs)
float **thedata;
inrnuminputs;
intnumoutputs;
{

int index1, arraysize;
arraysize = numinputs + (2 * numoutputs);
if (the.data----=NLa..,L){

printf('%_ulldataerror=>deallocate_oiotf_DataW');
exit(-l);

}
for (indexl = O;indexl < arraysize; indexl++) {

if (the,data[index I] == NULL) {
printf("_aNull error data[%d] => ", index I);
printf("deallocate_oioff_Data_");
exit (-1);

}
free(thedata[index1]);

}
free(thedata);
thedata =NULL;

}

write_Tech_Plot_Header(thef'de,sizeofarray,dtle,
variables, tstring)

- this routine writes the headerfor TechPlotdatafile
-called by write_TechPlot_file

void
write_TechPlot_Header(thefile, sizeofarray,title,

variables, tstring)
FILE *thefile;
int sizcofatray;
char *tide;
char *variables;
char *tstring;
{

fprintf (thefile, "TITLE =\"%s\'_", title);
fprinff(thefile, "VARIABLES= %s_", variables);
fprintf(thefile, "ZONE T-\"%s\", ", tstring);
fprintf (thefile, "I = %d\n",sizeofarray);
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}

write_TechPlot_Data (thefile, thedata,nurnofarrays,sizcofarray,
timestep,timedata)

-thisroutinewritesoutthedataportionofa
TechPlotfile

. if the time datais NULL the time is set from
0 .. n by timestep increments

- called by write_Tech_Plot fde

void
write_TechPlot_Data(theFde,thedata, numofarrays,sizeofarray,

lirnestep,timcdata)
FILE *thefile;
float **thedata;
inr numofarrays,
int sizeofarray;
float timestep;
float *timcdata;
{

intindexI,index2;
float timeindex;
for (index1 = O,timeindex = O;index1 < sizeofarray;

index1++, timeindex += timestep) {

if (timedata != NULL)
fprintf (thefile, "%.4f, ", time.data[index1]);

else
fprintf (thefile, "%.4f, ", timeindex);

for (index2 = 0; index2 < (numofarrays - 1); index2++)
fprinff(thefile, "%.4f, ", thedata[index2][indexl ]);

fprintf(thefile, "%.4f,,n", thedata[index2][index 1]);
}

}

write_TechPlot_File (filename, thedata, numofarrays, sizeofarray,
timestep, title, variables, tstring)

" - this routine writes out a file in the TechPlot file
format. This file can then be ran through preplot.

- example of TechPlot file format:

Tm_ _ i_tf

VARIABLES = Time, Actual, Predicted
ZONE T="Actual", I = 140
0.00, 10.0000, I0.0000
35.00, 14.2229, 14.2062

4865.00, 16.0476, 16)(j476

. notice that variables needs a title for each column
of data. So in this case
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variable = "Time, Actual, Predicted" and
tstring = "Actual"

void
write_TechPlot_File (filename, the,data, numofarrays, sizeofarray,

timestep, timedata, rifle, variables, tstring)
. . char *filename;

float **thedata;
int numofarrays;

, int sizeofarray;
float timestep;
float *timedata;
char *title;
char *variables;
char *tstring;
{

FILE *thefile;
thef'fle = fopen (filename, "w");
if (thefile _ NULL) {

printf ('",aaErroropening file => read_oiotf_File_");
exit (-1);

write_TechPlot_Header (thefile, sizeofarray, title, variables, tsta-ing);

write_TechPlot Data (thefile, thedata, numofarrays, sizeofarray,
timestep, time&ata);

fclose (theffle);

getLinearInterp(xl, yl, x2, y2, x3)
- given two points and the x for a third point

ASSUMED TO BE ONTHE SAME LINE AS THE FIRST TWO
returns the y for this third point;

float
getLinearInterp(xl, yl, x2, v2, x3)
float x 1;
float yI;
float x2;
float y2;
float x3;
{

float m;
float b;

if ((yl _ y2) && (xl -- x2))
return y1;

else {
m -(y2 - yl) / (x2- xl);
b-yl-m*xl;
return (m * x3 + b);

}
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]

getBoundingTime(timedata,timedatasize,timewanted, tO,tl)
- this routine f'mdsthe two points that boundingthe

time in timewantedandreturnstheir index

void
getBoundingTime(timedata,timedatasize, timewanted,tO,tl)
float *timedata;
int timedatasize;
float timewanted;
int *tO;
inr *tl;
{

inr index;
hatlastdata;

*t0=-l;
*tl =-1;
lastdata =-1;

for (index = O;index < timedatasize - 1; index++) {
if ((timedata[index] <= timewanted) &&

(time.data[index+ 1] >= timewanted)) {
*tO= index;
*tl = index + 1;

}
if ((time.data[index]== 0.0) &&

(lastdata ---_-1))
lastdata -- index - 1;

]

if (lastdata ==- 1)
lastdata = timedatasize - 1;

if ((*tO_ -1) && (timewanted < timedata[0])) {
*tO=0;
*tl =0;

}

if ((*tO---"-1) && (timewanted > timedata[lastdata])) {
*tO= lastdata;
*tl = lastdata;

}
}

interpData(data, dme.data,datasize, newdata, newtimedata, newdatasize,
increment, timestart, timeend)

- This routine take the data and timedata and returns newda_aand
newtimedata for the increments sizes.

- ASSUMES that newdata and newdatasize are allocated arrays
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void
interpData(data, timedata, datasize, newdata, newtimedata, newdatasize,

increment, timestart, timcend)
float *data;
float *timedata;
int data.size;
float *newdata;
float *newtimed_
inr *newdatasize;

. float increment;
float timestart;
float timeend;
{

float time;
inr tO,t l, index;
if ((data ._- NULL)II (timedata _ NULL)II

(newtimedata == NULL)II (newdata --= NULL)) {
prinff ('_ NULL data error ");
if (data _---NLLL)

printf ("data ");
if (time,data == NULL)

prinff Ctimedata ");
if (newdata == NULL)

prinff Cnewdata ");
if (newtimcdata ---=NULL)

printf Cnewtimedata ");
prinffC=> interpData");
exit(-l);

l

for (index = O, time = timestart, tO= -I; time <= timeend;
time += increment) {
getBoundingTime(timedata, datasize, time, &tO,&tl);
if ((tO>= 0) && (tl >= 0)) {

newtimedata[index] = time;
newdata[index] =getLinearlnterp (time.data[t0],data[t0],

timedata[t 1], data[til,

time);
index++;

}
]
*newdatasize = index;

]

getRawInjectionTime (f'trst_inj,last_inj)
- this routine gets the injections in number (1..n)

and returns in days as multiples of week.
- called by ReadRaw

$$$$$$$$$$$$:¢$:¢$$$:$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$/

void
getRawInjectionTime (first_inj, last_inj)
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int *first_inj;
int *last_inj;
{

int temp;
ff (*fixsuinj > *last_inj) {

temp = *fh'st inj;
*ffrst_inj = *last_inj;
*last_inj = temp;

}

*first_inj= (*fu'st_inj * DAYSINAWEEK) - DAYSEN'AWEEK;
*last_inj = (*last_inj * DAYSINAWEEK);

}

readRawData(theflle, data, tim,data, the,depth, fu'st_inj, last_inj)
- reads the data from the raw data sent by hanford
- returns the data in *data and time in *timedata and

the length of the data as its funcion value.
- format for raw data is:

# # # TIME # ########... N# N=73
# # # MOISTURE DEPTH 300 # # ... N#
# # # MOISTURE DEPTH 330 # # ... N#

.ce

oQe

eoo

# # # MOISTURE DEPTH 1800# # ... N#

int
readRawData(thefile, data, timedata, the,depth, first_inj, last inj)
FILE *thefile;
float *data;
float *tim,data;
int the.depth;
int ffrst_inj;
inr last_inj;
{

static float temptime[RAWDATAS173::];
static char tempchar[64];
hat indexl, index2;

if (thefile _ NULL) {
prinff('XnFilenot open Error => readRawData");
exit(-1);

}
if ((data _---NULL)II (timed,ata== NULL)) {

prinff ("XnNULL data error ");
if (data _ NULL)

prinff ("data ");
if (tim,data == NULl.,)

prinff Ctimedata ");
prinff C=>readRawDataXn");
exit(-1);

}
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rewind(thefile);
getRawlnjectionTime(&first_inj, &last_inj);
thedepth = convertToDepthNum(thedepth);

/* get time data */
for (indexl = 0; indexl < RAWDATASIZE; indexl++) {

. fscanf(thefile, "" -"-/ob, tempchar);
temptime[indexl ] = atof(tempchar);

}

/* ignore the depths we don't want */
for (indexl = 0; indexl < thedepth; indexl++)

for (index2 = 0; index2 < RAWDATASIZE; index2++)
fscanf (thefile, "%s", tempchar);

/* read in the depth we want */
indexl = 0;
for (index2 = 0; index2 < RAWDATASIZE; index2++) {

fscanf (thefile, "%s", tempchar);
ff ((temptime[index2] >= fu'st_inj) &&

(temptime[index2] <= last_inj)) {

data[index 1] = atof(tempchar);
if (timedata I= NULL)

timedata[indexl ] = temptime[index2];

if (data[index 1] I= 100.0)
index 1++;

}
}

return index 1;
}

readRawDataWFill(thefile, data, timed,ata, the.depth, first_inj, last inj)
- reads the data from the raw data sent by hanford
- returns the data in *data and time in *timedata and

the length of the data as its funcion value.
- any times given without data are filled using linear interpolation
- format for raw data is:

# # # TIME # # # ## # # # #... N# N=73
# # # MOISTURE DEPTH 300 # # ... N#
# # # MOISTURE DEPTH 330 # # ... N#

eoe

# # # MOISTURE DEPTH 1800# # ... N#

int
readRawDataWFill(thefile, data, timedata, thedepth, first_inj, last_inj)
FILE *thefile;
float *data;
float *time.ta;
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int thedepth;
intf_t._inj;
int last_inj;
[

static float tempilmel [RAWDATASIZE];
static float tempilme2[RAWDATASITE];
smile float t_mpdatal [RAWDATASIZE];
smile float tempdata2[RAWDATASrT_];
static char tempchar[64];
int index1, index2, tO,tl, tempsize;
ff (thefile _ NULL) {

prinff("_aFilenot open Error => readRawDataWFill");
exit(-1);

}
ff ((data ---_NULL)II (timed,ata_ NI.K,L)) {

prinff ('_ NULL data error ");
if (data ---=NULL)

prinff ("dam ");
if (rime,data == NULL)

prinff Cilmedata ");
prinff ("=> readRawDataWFillkn");
exit(-1);

}

get.RawlnjectionTime(&fh'st_inj,&last_inj);
the,depth = convertToDepthNum(thedepth);

mwind(theflle);
/* get time data */
for (index1 = 0; index1 < RAWDATASIZE; index1++) {

fscanf(thefile, "%s", tempchar);
temptime 1[index1] = atof(tempchar);

}

/* ignore the depths we don't want */
for (index1 = 0; index1 < the,depth; index1++)

for (index2 = 0; inde_ < RAWDATASIZE; index2++)
fscanf (thefile, "%s", tempchar);

" /* read in the depth we want both with and w/out blank data (100s) */
indexl = 0;
for (index2 = 0; index2 < RAWDATASITT_;index2++) {

fscanf (thefile, "%s", tempchar);
tempdatal [index2] = atof(tempchar);

if (tempdatal[index2] l= 100.0) {
temptime2[index1] = temptime1[index2];
tempdata2[index1] = tempdatal [index2];
index 1++;

}
}
tempsize = index1;
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Pi'get data we want and intm-polate if not there */
indexl = 0;
for (index2 = 0; index2 < RAWDATASIZE; index2++)

if ((temptimel[index2] >= first inj) &&
(temptimel[index2] <= last_inj) &&
(temptimel[index2] l- 0.0)) {

. if (tempdatal[index2] l= 100.0)
data[index 1] = tempdata 1[index2];

else {
getBoundingTime(temptime2, tempsize,

temptime 1[index2], &tO, &tl);
data [indexl] = get.LinearInterp (temptime2[t0],

tempdata2[t0],

temptime2[tl],

tempdata2[tl],

temptime 1[index2]);
}

if (timedata!= NULL)
timedata[index 1] = temptime 1[index2];

index1++;
}

returnindex1;
]

getAllMinMax (thedata, numarrays, sizeofarray, min, max)
- this routine gets the min and max of an entire data set

of a array of arrays.

void
getAUMinMax (the.data, numan'ays, sizeofarray, min, max)
float **thedata;
inr numarrays;
int sizeofarray;
float *min;
float *max;
{

int index1;

if (thedata--= NULL){
prinff ("XnNULLdata error => getAllMimMaxXn");
exit(-1);

}
*rain = *max = thedata[O_O];
for (index1 = O;index1 < numarrays; index1++)

getMinMax (thedata[indexl], sizeofarray, min, max);
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_1c$$$$$,$$$$$,$$$$$$$$$$$$$,$$$$$,$$,$$$,$$$$$,$$$$,$$$$$$,,$$**

normAllData (thedata, numan'ays, sizeofarray, rain, max)
- this routine norms all the data over an entire data set

of a array of arrays.

void
normAUData (the,data, numarrays, sizcofarray, min, max)
float **thedata;
int numarrays;
int sizeofarray;
float min;
float max;
{

inr index 1;
if (the,data_ NULL){

printf ("_aNULL data error => normAllData_n");
exit(-l);

}
for (indexl =0; indexl < numarrays; indexl++)

normDataNP5ToPP5(thedata[indexl ], sizeofarray, min, max);
]

write_crcnet_File (filename, thedata, numofarrays, sizeofarray,
numoutputs)

- this routine creates a file for input into the crcnet
fully recurrent net simulation program format.

- the data must be in the form of an array of arrays

void
write_crcnet_File (filename, thedata, numofarrays, sizeofarray, numoutputs)
char *f'dename;
float **thedata;
int numofarrays;
int sizeofarray;
int numourputs;
{

int index 1, index2, numinputs;
FILE *outf'fle;

nurninputs = numofarrays - numoutputs;
outf'de = fopen(filename,"w");
if (outfile -_- NIRS) {

printf ('MError opening file => write_crcnet_File_n");
exit (- 1);

}
if (the.data_ NULL){

prinff('_ data error => write_.crcnet_File_a");
exit(-1);

"v ,,

f'printf (outflle, "%d %d %d_", sizeofarray, numinputs, numourputs);
for (index 1 = 0; index 1 < sizeofarray; index 1++) {
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for (index2 = 0; index2 < (numofarrays- I); index2++) {
if (the,data == NULL) {

printf'("_viNULL data[%d] error => ", indexl);
printf("write_crcnet_File_");
exit(-1);

}
fprintf (outfile, "%.6f ", thedata[index2][index 1]);

}
fprintf(outfile, "%.6bn", thedata[index2][indexl]);

}
fclose (outride);

!

makeArrayOfArrays(numofarrays, sizeofarray)
- this routine makes an array of arrays (pointer to

pointers) data structure.
- this data structure is used by many of the routines

afor batch processing.
****************************************************************
float**
makeArrayOfArrays(numofarrays, siz_farray)
inr numofarrays;
inr sizeofarray;
{

float **data;
int index 1;

data = (float **) malloc (size,of(float *) * numofan'ays);
if (data == NULL) {

printf ('%-'nemoryallocation error => makeArrayOfArmys'_");
exit (- I);

}
for (indexl = 0; indexl < numofarrays; indexl++) {

data[indexl] = (float *) malloc (sizeof (float) * sizeofarray);
if (data[index I] == NULL) {

printf ("klata[%d] memory allocation error ", index I);
prinff("=> makeArrayOfArrays");
exit (- 1);

]
- }

return data;
)

deaUocateArrayOfArrays(thedata, numofarmys)
- this routine deallocates the array of arrays data

structure created by makeArrayOfArrays

void
deallocateArrayOfArrays(thedam, numofarrays)
float **thedata;
int numofarrays;
(
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hat index1;
if (thedata _ NULL) {

prinff ("XnNIfll data error => deallocateArrayOfArraysXn");
exit (-1);

!
for (indexl =0; indexl < numofarrays; indexl++) {

if (thedata[indexl] _ NULL) {
printf ("Xn_ data[%d] error ", _dexl);
prinff("=> deallocateArrayOfArrays' );
exit (-1);

)
free(thedata[index1]);

]
free(thedata);
thedata = NI_L;

]

fillTimes (fimedatal, thesizel, timedata2, thesize2,
returntime, retumsize)

- this routine takes the two times and combines them
into one in the array returntime. The size of
this new array is returned in retumsize.

- use with fiUData

void
fillTimes (timedatal, thesizel, timedata2, thesize2, retumtime, returnsize)
float *tirnedatal;
int thesizel;
float *timedata2;
hatthesize2;
float *retumtime;
hat*returnsize;
t

int indexl, index2, index3;
if ((timedatal == NULL)II (timedata2 ---_NULL)II

(retumtime == NULL)) {
printf('_ NULL data error ");
if (timedatal == NULL)

prinff("timedatal ");
if (timedata2 == NULL)

prinff("timedata2 ");
if (rew_mtime== NULL)

printf("retumtime ");
prinff("=> fillTimesXn");
exit (-1);

}

*returnsize = 0;
index 1 = index2 = index3 = 0;
while ((indexl < thesizel)II

(index2 < thesize2)) {
if (index1 >= thesize 1) {
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rcmrntime[index3] = timedata2[inde_];
index2++;

} else if (index2 >= thesize2) {
r_turntime[index3] = tirnedatal[indexl];
indexl++;

} else if (timedatal[indexl] <= timcdata2[index2]) {
returntime[index3l = timedatal[indcxl];

" if (timeziatal[indexl] _ timedat_[index2])
index2++;

. index1++;
} else {

rcturntime[index3] = timcdata2[index2];
index2++;

}
index3++;
(*returnsizc)++;

}
}

****************************************************************

flUData (thedata, timedata, thesize, retumtime, rcturnsize)
- this routine fills thcdata with data points corresponding

to times that exist in returntime but not in timedata
and copies the data for time that do exist.

- use with fflITimes
****************************************************************

void
flllData (thedata, dme.data, thesize, returntime, returnsize)
float *the.data;
float *timedata;
int thesize;
float *returntime;
hatretumsize;
{

int indexl, index2, tO,tl;
float *tempdata;
if ((thedata == NULL)II (timedata =- NULL)II

(retumtime -= NULL)) {
printf('_ NULL data error ");
if (the.data----NULL)

printfCthedata ");
if (timedata =- NULL)

prinff("timedata ");
" if (retumtime -= NULL)

printfCreturntime ");
. prinffC--'>fillTimesXa");

exit (-1);
i

tempdata = (float *) malloc (size,of(float) * retumsize);

indexl =0;
for (index2 = 0; index2 < retumsize; index2++)
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if (timedata[index1] ---_returntime[index2]) {
tempdata[index2] ffithedata[indexl];
if (indexl < (thesize - I))

indexl++;
}else {

getBoundingTime(timed,am,thesize, returntime[index2],
&tO,&tl);

tempdata[inde_] -- getI..inearl.nterp(timedata[tO],
4

th_ata[to],

timedata[tl 1,

thedata[tl],

returntime[index2]);
]

for (indexl - 0; indexl < returnsize; indexl++)
the.data[index1] ---tempdata[index 1];

free(tempdata);
)

convertToChangelnTime (timedata, thesize)
- this routine converts time data into change in time

data.

void
convertToChangeInTime (timedata, thesize)
float *timedata;
int thesize;
{

int indexl;
float temp I, temp2;
if ((timedata ---=NULL) && (thesize > 0)) {

printf('MNULL data errror => convertToCangelnTime");
exit(-1);

)

templ = timedata[0];
for (indexl =0; indexl < thesize; indexl++) {

temp2 = temp1;
if (indc:; 1 < thesize - 1)

temp1 -- timedata[index1];
dme.data[index1] -= temp2;

i
}

convertFromChangeInTime (timedata, thesize)
- this routine converts the data from the above

routine back into time starting at zero
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void
convertFromChangeInTime(tirneda_ thesize)
float*timedata;
int thesize;
{

int indexl;
if ((timedata _ NULL) && (thesize > 0)) {

prinff('_NULL data errror => convertToCangeInTime");
exit(-1);

}

for (index1 = 0; index1 < thesize; index1++)
if (index1 _ 0)

tim_ata[index 1] = O;
else

timedata[index1] +- timedata[index1 - I];
)

****************************************************************

int
getSoilType (depth)
int depth;
{

int ret_num;

ret_.num= -1;

if (((depth >= 570) && (depth < 560))II
((depth >= 1080) && (depth < 1170)))
ret_num = 1;

else if (((depth >= 0) && (depth < 360)) II
((depth >= 480) && (depth < 570))li
((depth >= 930) && (depth < 1080)) li
((depth >= 1530) && (depth < 1650)))

ret_num = 2;
else if (((depth >= 360) && (depth < 480))II

((depth >= 660) && (depth < 720)) II
((depth >= 780) && (depth < 930)) li
((depth >= 1170) && (depth < 1260)) li

.. ((depth >= 1650) && (depth < 1890)))
ret_num = 3;

else if (((depth >= 720) && (depth < 780)) li
. ((depth >= 1260) && (depth < 1530)))

ret_num = 3;

if (ret_num ==- 1) {
printf("_Error => getSoilType_n");
exit (-1);

}
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rcmm rct_num;
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JeffHilton RawToTek

-Thisprogramtakesthedatafromtheraw data
filesgiventousbyHanfordandputsitinto
mchplot(prcplot)formforIdepthat
acertaintimeframe.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "Pd_Lib.h"

main(argc,argv)
intargc;
char*argv0;
{

floatthcdata[500];
float *thedataptr[ 1];

float thetimedata[500];

char *totechfilename;
char *fide = "Moisture vs Time";
char *variables = "Time, Actual";
char *tstring = "Actual";

int thenumdata = 1;
float thetimestep = 0;

int data size;

FILE *rawdatafile;
char *rawdatafilename;
int thedepth;
int la'st inj;
int last_inj;

if (argo != 6) {
printf('_Usage: RawDataFileName outFileName Depth FirstInj");
prinffC LastInjha");
printfC RawDataFileName => X#.dat raw data from Hanford'_n");
prinffC outFileName => preplot file should end .dat_");
printf(" Depth => 300..1800 at 30 increments'_");

.. print/'(" Firstlnj => the flu'st inj you wantXn");
prinff(" LastInj => the last inj you wantha");
exit(-1);

- }

rawdatafilename = argv[ 1];
totechfilename = argv[2];
the,depth = atoi(argv[3]);
first_inj = atoi(argv[4]);
last..inj = atoi(argv[5]);

rawdatafile = fopen(rawdatafilename, "r");
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data_size = readRawData (rawdatafile, thedata, thetimedata,
thedepth, first_inj,

last..inj);
fclose (rawdatafile);

thedataptr[O]= thedata;
write_TeehPlot_.File (totechfilename, thedataptr, thenumdata, data_size,

thetimestep, thetimedata, title,
variables, tstring);
)
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Appendix B

Back Propagation Network Process Development

The back propagation network is an effective mapping function if the relationship between the
" input activation vector and output activation vector is a continuous nonlinear mapping. Applying the

network to data indicates the degree of direct correlation between the input and output vector values.
- This methodology was used to evaluate the moisture data collected at the test site. Various networks

were developed using subsets of the data to determine the completeness of the data and its general
application to site screening.

Since the present data are sparse, a three-dimensional model, which would be the most useful
and accurate model, could not be trained to any reasonable precision. A two-dimensional model,
however, was a good approximation. The effective moisture values for the two-dimensional model
were obtained at each depth from the surface and distance from the injection, by averaging the
measured values over radial directions. This reduced the space to two dimensions, depth and distance
from the source. Each cell borders on four others, so that the model predicted the moisture at time,
t+l, for a cell based on itself and its neighbors moisture at time, t.

The site was broken down into grid cells along the vertical and horizontal axes. The size of the
grid cells were 200 cm horizontally and 30 cm vertically. The grid cell approach requires moisture
measurements to be recorded over time intervals at ali grid cell locations within the site. The data
provided by Westinghouse Hanford Company were not recorded in this manner. The moisture
measurements were recorded at varying times, mainly during periods of large moisture changes, and
measurements were not recorded at ali locations, again only where large moisture changes were
observed. Decision was made to interpolate the data between times when moisture data were
available as shown in Figure B-1. A time interval of 0.05 days was chosen to accurately represent the
moisture changes especially the moisture spikes. Depths and locations containing no measured
moisture values over the entire experiment were considered to be at background levels. Following
the interpolation, the cell networks were trained on the following inputs:

• Moisture values for five grid cells. One representing the current moisture of the locations
to predict the moisture change for and the other four representing the adjacent horizontal
and vertical locations.

• Hydraulic conductivity for the five grid cells that depends on the soil type.

The networks were trained to predict the change in moisture from time, t, to time, t+ 0.05 days
. for the central grid cell. The network was unable to accurately learn.

The analysis of the data revealed two problems that could have resulted in the network's
inability to learn. The first problem had to do with the magnitude of the moisture change. The
training data were comprised mainly of zero moisture changes (90% of the data) because of the
moisture values being at or near background values. This caused the network to produce zero
moisture change in ali cases. This problem was solved by grouping the moisture changes into sets
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with this data. The network had 10 hidden units and was trained for approximately 350,000 cycles.
The performance was as follows:

Testing Testing

Average error: 1.9% Average error: 2%
• Maximum error: 9.9% Maximum error: 5.7%

• With this success, the amount of data on which the network should be trained was increased. The
number of depth was increased from three to six and the number of days was increased from two to
three. A single network was trained for approximately 120,000 cycles and had the following
performance:

Testing Testing

Average error: 1.9% Average error: 4%
Maximum error: 9.9% Maximum error: 49%

The maximum error on testing data seemed too high. At this point, it was decided to train the
network not on the moisture change but on the moisture values. Numerous networks on small
subset, large, and extra large data sets were trained and tested. The small data set consisted of three
depths, four distances, and 2 days. The best network had five hidden units and was traincd for
63 cycles and had the following performance:

Testing Testing

Average error: 4% Average error: 4.5%
Maximum error: 10% Maximum error: 9%

The large data set was composed of six depths, tour distances, and 3 days. The best network had 10
hidden units and was trained for 28 cycles and had the following performance:

Testing Testing

Average error: 4.3% Av_."age error: 5%
Maximum error: 9.8% Maximum error: 11%

The extra large data set consisted of six depths, four distances, and 7 days. The best network had five
hidden units and was trained for approximately 1,200,000 cycles and had the following performance:

Testing Testing

Average error: .78% Average error: 1.1%
Maximum error: 5% Maximum error: 6%
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These results are well within the requirements of site screening. However, the primary problem is
that the resultir, g neural network cannot be applied to other sites and still requires extensive sampling
of the new site to adapt it to that site.
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Appendix C

Fully Recurrent Network Process Development.

A logical first step in the utilization of this approach is the construction of a network to model
a small subset of the site data. This network consists of nine processing nodes each representing

neighboring depths and distances from the injection weil. This network is called 3 x 3 matrix. This
network has two inputs that are the injection rate and initial moisture at each processing node as
shown in Figure C-1. Each radius corresponds to a separate borehole, and each depth represents one
of the 50 depths ranging from 300 cm to 1800 cm at 30 cm intervals. Every two nodes is connected
with a weighted connection. The moisture predicted by each node represents the average moisture
of the cell within which the node lies. Each cell measures 200 cm horizontally and 30 cm vertically.

Moisture measurements from the third injection (14.4 days to 21 days) were used to train the
networks. This translates into 132 moisture measurements per processing node per training cycle.
The results will be shown only for the processing node of a distance of 100 cm and a depth of
540 cm. Various networks with different total RMS error requirements, different hidden units were
trained and tested. The best results were obtained after 1,000 training cycles to a total RMS error
of 0.5% with no hidden units. Figure C-2 shows the network's performance in free recall mode. In
this mode, the network is provided with initial moisture measurements at each cell and required to

predict the remaining moisture values through time. As shown in Figure C-2, the network
performance is satisfactory. Figure C-3 shows the networks performance in forced recall mode. In
this mode the network is provided with the actual moisture measurements at each time interval, and
it is required to predict the moisture value at the next time interval. Therefore, its prediction must
be better than the free recall mode, which is the case.

Figure C-4 shows the network generalization capability. In this figure actual injection rates and
initial moisture (t = 0) are the input for the network. This figure shows that moisture spikes should
have been recorded during experiments on approximately day 35 and day 65. One explanation could
be that the measured values were recorded poorly, or a faulty device was utilized. For this reason,
it was decided that the networks will be analyzed only for the first five injections. This network was
not able to completely generalize to different initial moisture conditions or different injection rates.
lt was then decided to add the initial moisture values before each injection for both training and

testing. Therefore, in addition to the magnitude of the current injection rate, this network also
receives the moisture values of all of the cells as was measured immediately before the injection takes

place. These moisture values represent the current base-line conditions before the current injection.
Various networks were designed and trained. The best network was trained on first three injections
for 165 cycles, nine hidden units and a RMS value of 0.72%. Figures C-5 through C-10 demonstrate
this network's prediction ability on both individual injections as well as running predictions.

The results indicate that this approach is somewhat better than the previous approach by

comparing Figures C-4 and C-10. On average, the predicted peaks and initial moistures are closer
to the measured values.

These results indicate that the fully recurrent network approach has the potential to predict
moisture levels of various injections, once the network is trained on data related to a single injection.
Based on these results, tools are being developed that could predict the moisture levels at certain
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depths from moisture values measured at more shallow depths. Sticking to our nine processing nodes,
we would like to know whether we can predict the moisture values at six lower boreholes given the
moisture values at three upper boreholes. This format is called three- to six-setup. Various networks
with total RMS error requirements of 0.5% and different number of hidden units were trained and
tested. The best results obtained after 1550 training cycles to a total RMS error of 0.005 with six
hidden units. Figure C-11 shows the network's performance in free recall mode. This network has
been trained on third injection. Figure C-12 shows the network generalization capability to two other
injections which look satisfactory. It was then felt that the two upper boreholes away from the

- injection site might not be so effective in predicting the moisture levels of lower boreholes since their
moisture values would not change much with time. The new format is called one- to six-setup.
Different networks with different number of hidden units were trained and tested. The best results

obtained after 2,165 training cycles to a total RMS error of 0.005 with three hidden units.
Figure C-13 shows the network's performance in free recall mode. This network has been trained
on third injection. Figure C-14 shows the network generalization capability to other four injections
that seem to be satisfactory.

We then used the network to extend its generalization capability to other locations (i.e., higher
depth). We also incorporated the soil hydraulic conductivity parameter as an extra parameter to see
if the network can predict the moisture level at other locations more accurately.

Generalization Capability with Respect to Depth

This network was tested on two other depths, 810 and 840 cre. Figures C-15 through C-20 show
the results for radial distances of 1, 3, and 5 m. The results were not satisfactory. We then began
a series of tests to see if we could find any correlation between the learning at different depths and
the connecting weights in the network. The training was performed for three networks starting at
depths of 540, 780, and 1080 cm. No correlation was observed between the connecting weights.
Even the correlation between the connecting weights was weak when the three networks to be
trained overlapped. In this situation, the distance between the successive networks was 60 cm. This
led us to believe that soil properties could be important parameters if we want to generalize the
network with respect to other locations.

Networks with Soil Properties

Saturated hydraulic conductivity constant of soil was added to the network input parameters.
We had to make sure that the training network saw multiple soil types. A network consisted of six
different depths (540, 600, 660, 750, 810, and 960 cre) was trained. Only injection No. 3 was used
for the training. In this exercise, we let the network see only real data rather than 0.05 day
interpolated data. This network was tested on other depths and the results didn't show a good

, generalization. It was then decided to use soil type (1, 2, 3, 4) rather than saturated hydraulic
conductivity constant as an input to the network. This input was given to network as binary so that
each depth would have four bits to represent the soil type. One would be on and the other three
would be off for each depth. This meant 12 new inputs to replace the three soil conductivity constant
inputs. This network was trained for various hidden units and the best results were obtained for
three hidden units. The generalization results with respect to time (from one injection to five
injections), with respect to depth (from 570 to 990 cre), with respect to radial distance (from 1 to
5 m) and with respect to radial position (from Radial A to Radial B) are shown in Figures C-21
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through C-31. Figures C-21 through C-23 predict the moisture content as function of radial distance
for five injections. Figures C-24 through C-29 predict the moisture content for two other depths as
a function of radial distance. Figure C-30 predicts the moisture at another depth at radial distance
of 1 m. Figure C-31 predicts the moisture at another radial position (Radial B). It is important to
note that the network was not trained by any data from Radial B locations. The predictions shown
in Figures C-21 through C-31 indicate that the network generalization capability to other injections,
depths, radiai positions, and radial distances seem to be satisfactory.
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Injection Radius
Point .1:

Figure C-1. Fully recurrent network.
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